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ABSTRACT:
This is a case study about Onnuri Community Church (OCC), one of 
the megachurches based in Seoul. Composed for presentation at the June 2017 
annual meeting of the American Society of Missiology, the study embraces the 
importance of interaction between mission practice and missiological scholarship. 
As such, this study examines ongoing OCC efforts to integrate its extensive 
mission programs with missiological understandings, especially understandings of 
missional church ministry. OCC has recently entered both its fourth decade of 
history and its second generation of leadership. During this crucial transitional 
period, how OCC’s mission practices and missiological understandings continue 
to interface will prove to be vital for its ongoing gospel ministries, both in the Seoul 
area and among peoples in many other parts of the world.
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God’s work has been palpable in the founding, development, and ministries 
of Onnuri Community Church (OCC). As a missiologist who now participates in 
OCC’s life and mission, I will claim as well that OCC is perhaps the most mission-
oriented church that I know.1 That “mission-oriented” character includes all sorts 
of international initiatives, including what some would call a “traditional” sending 
of “overseas missionaries” and a bevy of newer initiatives, including a satellite 
TV network,2 active NGO,3 training of other Asian church leaders, and others. 
OCC’s mission orientation also includes what more recently has been labeled 
“missional” emphases, namely holistic ministries among peoples and communities 
in OCC’s immediate vicinity in Seoul, as well as in other parts of South Korea and 
internationally. Moreover, OCC’s mission orientation is not simply one among several 
church programs, but it is closely intertwined with OCC’s very nature and vision as a 
church. All of these factors and more lie behind this study’s primary title, “Missional 
Missions.”
OCC’s vibrant mission orientation raises a variety of missiological 
questions needing the combined attention of practitioners and scholars. While 
there are hazards involved with an expatriate structuring an English-language 
analysis of any Korean entity like OCC, I have determined six such questions to 
guide this particular study. I have divided the questions into two sections labeled 
“Setting” and “Challenges”:
A. SETTING
 -  How has OCC’s historical context shaped its mission orientation?
 -  What are some particular features that distinguish OCC’s mission   
                orientation?
 -  What does OCC’s Korean character mean for its mission orientation?
1 Furthermore, starting with Sr. Pastor Lee Jae-hoon, OCC’s mission leaders are 
genuinely open to critique, input, and suggestions for growth and improvement. 
That openness has helped tremendously my work as OCC Mission Consultant, a 
role I have been privileged to play since September 2015.
2 CGNTV, or “Christian Global Network.” See the network’s website at http://www.
cgntv.net/. This and all other websites referenced in this paper were accessed on June 27, 2017.
3 “Better World.” See their website at http://www.abetterworld.or.kr/.
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B. CHALLENGES
 - What opposition has OCC faced in its mission orientation and emphases?
 - Can OCC actually be a “missional megachurch,” an oxymoron in some   
    analyst’s views?
 - Can OCC integrate a “missional” orientation with a “traditional” missions 
                approach?
These representative questions alone demand more analysis than a relatively brief 
study like this one can adequately offer. Through examining OCC’s history along 
with relevant input from practitioners and scholars alike, despite my obvious 
limitations as a non-Korean4 I hope at least to provide an entryway into appreciating 
the significance of both OCC’s mission orientation and the related missiological 
questions that need ongoing consideration.5
A.  SETTING
As outlined above, the first part of this case study about OCC looks at its overall 
setting, namely history, some distinctive mission traits, and OCC’s Korean character.
4 Due to our family having lived as missionaries in Japan over a 13-year period, as 
well as having conducted PhD research largely in Japanese on Takakura Tokutaro (1885-
1934), I have acquired Japanese traits and language that help in understanding Korea, 
Koreans, and Korean language (due to shared borrowings from Chinese). However, despite 
recently having lived in Korea for one year and currently making frequent multi-week visits 
there, and despite the warm and open embrace of OCC friends and colleagues, my Korean 
language ability is extremely limited, and hence Korean cultural sensibilities and written 
sources are still quite opaque to me. I should add that being a non-Korean does provide the 
advantage of an outsider’s etic point of view. Moreover, as an experienced U.S.-American 
mission practitioner I have personal affinities with some of the issues that affect Korean 
missions that will emerge in this study.
5 While also involved with engaging this study’s type of missiological questions, 
OCC’s mission leaders are urgently focused on achieving more practical mission goals of 
evangelism, church-planting, leadership training, and holistic ministry. While considering 
how OCC might best achieve such practical goals is not the main subject of this study, such 
goals will inform the missiological discussions taking place here.
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OCC’s Historical Context
The history of OCC is part of Korean Christian history; similarly, Korean 
Christian history is part of worldwide Christian history.6 As such, a comprehensive 
appreciation of Korean Christianity understands it in a more multifaceted manner 
than simply as the fruit of Western (U.S.-American) mission activity.7 Most 
especially, God’s fundamental role in bringing the Christian gospel to Koreans, on 
top of his having already been at work among contemporary Koreans’ ancestors, is 
an essential component of a more full-orbed understanding of Korean Christian 
history. Stated differently, more than an example of Koreans embracing Christianity 
because U.S.-American missionaries came to Korea, OCC’s history is one of 
myriad testimonies of how God has been restoring wayward people throughout 
the earth by bringing the good news of Jesus Christ to us, then maturing and using 
us to participate with him as part of that same ongoing mission.
In addition, the wider scope of avenues through which God has birthed 
and nurtured Christian belief among Korean people is partially blinded by largely 
bounded-set Korean Christian traditions,8 including the generally Protestant 
traditions of life and scholarship among which OCC has developed.9 For the sake 
6 Thankfully there are scholarly accounts of Korean Christian history that take such 
a wider historical approach, e.g., Sebastian C. H. Kim and Kirsteen Kim, A History of Korean 
Christianity. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014, Sung-Deuk Oak, The Making 
of Korean Christianity: Protestant Encounters with Korean Religions, 1876-1915 . Studies in 
World Christianity Series, ed., Joel A. Carpenter. Waco, TX: Baylor University Press, 2013.
7 Anecdotally, I have often heard Korean Protestant Christian leaders explain the 
historical background of Korean Christianity by noting the Korean Church’s indebtedness 
to the U.S.-American missionaries who brought the Christian gospel to Korea. One 
can see this emphasis in OCC founding pastor Ha Yong-jo and in OCC’s ongoing 
historical understanding. See, for example, Pastor Ha’s various comments in “South 
Korean Missionaries,” a nine-minute public broadcasting documentary aired on August 
10, 2007 and available online (both by video and script) at http://www.pbs.org/wnet/
religionandethics/2007/08/10/august-10-2007-south-korean-missionaries/15711/.
8  As Kim and Kim note in their Introduction, “By writing about Korean Christianity 
as a whole we hope to overcome denominational divides that have blighted historiography. 
The most obvious challenge here is that there appears to be not one but two Christian 
histories in Korea: Catholic and Protestant.” Kim and Kim, 3. 
9 OCC’s CGNTV recently produced a series of 34 moving, high-quality three-
minute video clips about historical Korean Christians entitled “Fools for Christ in Korean 
Church History,” available online at http://www.cgntv.net/tv/15200/1603/3344/vlist.cgn. 
The title reinforced OCC’s overall vision phrase, “Fools for Christ” (announced by current 
Sr. Pastor Lee Jae-hoon as an amplification of the “Acts 29” vision articulated by the late 
Pastor Ha). During the latter half of my one year in Seoul (September 2015 – August 2016), 
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of cultivating a broader and more theocentric understanding of Korean Christianity 
as sketched above, non-Catholic Korean Christian believers and scholars (as 
well as non-Korean mission scholars) could manifest fuller understandings of 
Korean Christian beginnings in Japan in the 1590s,10 the two-way Chinese-
Korean connections through which Christian faith began to take further root 
among Koreans in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, then the thousands 
of Korean Christian-Catholic martyrdoms in the nineteenth century. Similarly, 
while there are notable exceptions,11 much of Korean Catholic understanding and 
scholarship could stand to move beyond proceeding “as if Catholicism is the only 
form of Christianity to be found in Korea.”12 All forms of Korean Christianity 
have developed within the same overall Korean context, as well as within the 
varied contexts of the worldwide Korean diaspora. A robust theological and 
missiological viewpoint will look beyond blinders of denominational traditions, 
national frameworks, and encased religious explanations to see more clearly God’s 
initiatives and corresponding Korean responses.
Understanding OCC and its mission orientation within that wider 
Korean and worldwide Christian history sheds extensive light on how OCC has 
developed in the ways that it has. On the one hand and for example, the central and 
foundational role for OCC played by its founding pastor, the late Rev. Ha Yong-
the clips would be shown in the sanctuary just prior to Sunday worship services. The series 
began with Pastor Gil Seon-ju, a prominent leader in the 1907 Pyongyang Revival; most 
all of the people featured in the series served in some relation to the Japanese Occupation 
and/or Korean War; and, all of them were Protestants. On a different note, the need for a 
wider awareness of historical avenues of Christian witness (vis-à-vis Korea and otherwise) 
is particularly true for an ahistorical viewpoint that focuses exclusively on God’s work and 
people’s individual relationships with God, apart from historical background or context.
10 James Huntley Grayson, “A Quarter-Millennium of Christianity in Korea,” Ch. 
1 in Robert E. Buswell and Timothy S. Lee, Christianity in Korea. University of Hawaii 
Press, 2006, 8-9. In addition, Lee Young-hoon, Sr. Pastor of Yoido Full Gospel Church, 
mentions some scholars who suggest much earlier Nestorian and then Catholic missionary 
contact with Koreans. Young-hoon Lee, The Holy Spirit Movement in Korea: Its Historical 
and Theological Development. Regnum Studies in Mission Series, eds., Julie C. Ma et al. 
Oxford: Regnum Books International, 2009, 19.
11  One example of a historical account of Korean Catholicism that occasionally 
mentions Korean Protestantism (albeit in largely parallel and self-acknowledged historically 
competitive fashion) is the online 16-part series by the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of 
Korea, available at http://english.cbck.or.kr/history/.
12 Kim and Kim, 3.
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Jo13 (1946-2011), is beyond dispute. Indeed, the raison d’être of OCC’s mid-1980s 
birth and ensuing mission is perhaps most fully and concisely articulated in Pastor 
Ha’s late-in-life book, Envisioning an Apostolic Church: Onnuri’s Church Theory and 
Pastor Philosophy.14 At the same time, God’s work in and through Ha Yong-jo’s 
moving life experience, theological development, and spiritual emphases cannot 
be adequately understood or appreciated apart from considering wider Korean 
and worldwide Christian history.15 Here I will limit the discussion to four salient 
historical matters and their connections with OCC.
Suffering
Korean Christianity has suffered martyrdoms from its earliest stages, 
including among slaves taken to Japan in the 1590s and during the establishment of 
the Catholic Church in Korea in the late eighteenth and then nineteenth centuries.16 
Wartime conditions and deprivation were part of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries in Korea, when the 1894-1895 Sino-Japan War and 1904-
1905 Russo-Japan War raged as part of imperial clashes over East Asian territories, 
including the Korean Peninsula. The 1910-1945 Japanese colonization of Korea, 
with associated abuses of women and forced laborers, remains an unhealed and 
deep psychological and political wound for the Korean citizenry and government. 
The poverty, killing, and displacement during the 1950-1953 Korean War and its 
aftermath affected all Koreans alive prior to the current 40-and-under generation.
It was amidst such suffering from poverty and war that significant 
Christian growth occurred at different periods of Korea’s volatile twentieth century. 
13 For Koreans’ names, except when they appear differently in published form this study 
will use the standard Korean order of surname first, followed by hyphenated given names.
14 Yong-Jo Ha, Envisioning an Apostolic Church: Onnuri’s Church Theory and Pastoral 
Philosophy. Seoul: Duranno Press, 2008.
15 As Andrew Walls has put it, “We need each other’s vision to correct, enlarge, and 
focus our own; only together we are complete in Christ”; and, “The Christianity community 
across the world is one.” Andrew F. Walls, “The Ephesian Moment: At a Crossroads in 
Christian History,” Ch. 4 in The Cross-Cultural Process in Christian History: Studies in 
the Transmission and Appropriation of Faith. Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2002, 80; 
and, “Andrew Walls: An exciting period in Christian history” Faith & Leadership, June 5, 
2011, available online at https://www.faithandleadership.com/multimedia/andrew-walls-
exciting-period-christian-history.
16 Grayson, 8-11; Lee, 19-20.
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The Korean Catholic Church was certainly affected,17 as were the mid-twentieth-
century beginnings of such early and widely known Korean megachurches as Yoido 
Full Gospel Church18 and Youngnak Presbyterian Church.19 OCC founding pastor 
Ha Yong-jo, born in 1946, along with OCC’s early church members endured those 
same times of suffering leading up to the church’s mid-1980s founding. Pastor 
Ha also suffered from numerous illnesses throughout his lifetime, having multiple 
surgeries and hospitalizations, eventually dying at age 65 after collapsing from 
cerebral hemorrhaging. As one acquaintance noted to him once, “Pastor Ha, you’re 
like a mobile hospital.”20
It was against this backdrop of both national and Pastor Ha’s personal 
suffering that OCC was born and developed. That suffering has shaped OCC’s 
mission orientation in numerous ways, including inculcating compassion, humility, 
capacity to endure hardship, and resolute faith in God’s faithfulness. In Pastor Ha’s 
words, “As large and wonderful as Onnuri Church may seem today, it was born out 
of a struggle against sickness and disease. This is why I make it a point to encourage 
our pastors to always make time to minister to the sick and suffering.”21 It is also 
largely why OCC’s sacrificial spirit of mission service developed the way that it has, 
as we will discuss further below.
Revivals
Korean Church growth (including that of OCC) has been part of 
worldwide church growth, almost always associated with revivals or what are 
17 See, for example, article #14 entitled “Catholic Church in Korea in the 1960’s” 
in the aforementioned Catholic Bishops’ Conference of Korea series: “… both the Korean 
society and the [Catholic] Church at that time were challenged by serious poverty.”
18 Yoido Church’s humble beginnings under a tent in the rain, begun by Pastor Cho 
Yonggi and his future mother-in-law Pastor Choi Jashil, are well-documented. See the 
church’s website’s historical account at “About Us – History – The Tent Church,” http://
english.fgtv.com/a1/a1_06.asp, along with the church’s informative introductory video also 
available online at http://english.fgtv.com/a1/a1_07.asp.
19 As noted, for example, in the church’s English-language brochure (see pp. 3, 12; 
available online at http://homepagemedia.youngnak.net/doc/brochure_en.pdf) and in a 
recent article by a visiting U.S.-American researcher (Andrew Johnson, “A Crisis of Integrity 
in Seoul, the Megachurch Capital of the World,” USC Dornsdife, Center for Religion and 
Civic Culture, February 9, 2016; available online at https://crcc.usc.edu/a-crisis-of-integrity-
in-seoul-the-megachurch-capital-of-the-world/), Youngnak Church began in the mid-1940s 
by serving and gathering refugees fleeing southward from Soviet-held northern Korea.
20 Ha, 54.
21 Ibid., 55.
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sometimes termed “awakenings” or “charismatic people movements.”22 The 1907 
Pyongyang Revival, along with the explosive Korean Christian growth in the 
latter-twentieth-century aftermath of the Korean War, were examples of several 
recent (particularly twentieth-century) revival movements worldwide, including in 
North America, the Pacific Islands, Wales, England, China, Indonesia, and all parts 
of Sub-Saharan Africa.23
Having itself been born out of revival, OCC’s prayers and mission initiatives 
particularly seek “revival” among peoples where they focus. One prominent example 
is OCC’s “Love Sonata” musical-evangelistic outreach, or “cultural missions rally,”24 
held in cities throughout Japan over the past decade. The name was borrowed from 
the popular TV drama “Winter Sonata.”25 OCC’s satellite TV station (CGNTV) 
and publishing company (Duranno Press) began, and have remained, as supporting 
partners.26 Held 26 times up through 2016, the Love Sonata was begun in 2007 
in connection with the centennial celebration of the 1907 Pyongyang Revival 
and OCC’s New Year’s 40-day early-morning prayer gatherings.27 Along with 
reconciliation, missions, and culture, “revival” is one of four stated aspects of the 
Love Sonata, also described as “God’s Dream” and “God’s Love Song for Japan.” 
Interestingly, “Revival Japan” is the only aspect (of the four stated aspects) included 
in internal (but not external) depictions of the Love Sonata logo.28
22 Michael J. McClymond, “Christian Revival and Renewal Movements,” Ch. 20 in 
Lamin Sanneh and Michael J. McClymond, eds., The Wiley Blackwell Companion to World 
Christianity. Hoboken: Wiley, 2016, 244.
23 Many published accounts focus only on Wales, North America, and sometimes 
Korea. In a refreshing manner, most I have listed here (plus some others) are briefly described 
on the “Measure of Gold Revival Ministries” website by Evan Wiggs, http://www.evanwiggs.
com/history.html. Further information about many of these revivals and others is readily 
available, e.g., the East African revival as described by Kevin Ward at http://www.dacb.org/
stories/uganda/histories/uganda-balokole.html. Along with other AIC (African Independent 
Church) developments, I would include the far-reaching evangelistic ministry of William Wade 
Harris as a significant West African contribution, described for example by David A. Shank at 
http://www.dacb.org/stories/liberia/legacy_harris.html. Perhaps the most authoritative recent 
English-language summary of revivals worldwide is McClymond, 244-262.
24 Ha, 356. See also the OCC website (English version) at http://en.onnuri.org/
missions/acts-29-ministry/.
25 Cf., for example, http://english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/CU/CU_EN_8_5_1_1.jsp.
26 Ha, 349, 353, 372. Note as well the CGNTV and Duranno logos on the bottom of 
each page of the Love Sonata website, http://www.lovesonata.org/.
27 Ha, 341-342, 349-350.
28 Compare the logo on the church websites http://en.onnuri.org/missions/acts-29-
ministry/ and http://www.onnuri.org/missions/acts29-ministry/love-sonata/ with that on 
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In noting that “revival” aspect of the Love Sonata, Pastor Ha made a 
direct connection with the 1907 Pyongyang Revival.29 Furthermore, Pastor Ha’s 
testimony was that “When I first envisioned the Love Sonata, I could only see 
Japan. I only thought of the revival of the Japanese church. But as Love Sonata 
progressed, the Lord showed me his huge vision little by little” such that “God’s 
vision for His Kingdom became clear.” Including China, India, Muslim nations, 
and “unreached tribes that are subject to the Muslim world,” the complete “Mosaic 
Vision” that came to Pastor Ha was that “From Okinawa to Hokkaido, we want the 
sound of God’s heartfelt Love Sonata to ring across the earth.”30
Hence one basic feature of OCC’s mission orientation is the posture that, 
just as God had used Western missionaries to bless Korea with revival, so would 
he use OCC’s fervent prayers, various programs, and untiring initiatives – perhaps 
especially including the Love Sonata – to bless the whole world with a similar but 
even grander revival.
Economy
In a 2015 interview, the Ukrainian Ambassador to South Korea, Vasyl 
Marmazov, offered an insightful analysis into Korea’s 1970s-1980s economic 
transformation, dubbed the “Miracle on the Han River.” Marmarov pointed 
first and foremost to “the mentality of the Korean people and its values based on 
the Confucian ethics and moral [sic]…. [In other words,] the peculiarities, the 
individual features of the Korean people who are distinguished because of their 
ability to work and high organization. The most important thing is that they 
saw a concrete goal and they have achieved it.” He also noted the South Korean 
leadership’s “political will,” particularly that of President Park Chung-hee (1963-
1979),31 that had to take “certain harsh administrative measures” but “produced 
a needed result on the whole.” Finally there was South Korea’s realization “that 
they would not cope with the renewal of the country and integration in the world 
http://www.lovesonata.org/.
29 Ha, 372-373. These four aspects are also stated on the Love Sonata website (in both 
Korean and Japanese) at http://www.lovesonata.org/introduction/lovesonata/ and http://
www.lovesonata.org/ja/?????????
30 Ha, 371-373.
31 For one detailed political and economic analysis, see the 2003 Institute for 
International Economics report, “The Miracle with a Dark Side: Korean Economic 
Development under Park Chung-hee,” available online at https://piie.com/publications/
chapters_preview/341/2iie3373.pdf.
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economic system on their own. Therefore they actively involved the international 
aid from certain countries and international financial structures that supported 
South Korea.” Primarily Korean qualities and determination, supported by political 
will and the reception of international aid, enabled South Korea to become the 
economic powerhouse it has become.32
OCC began and grew along with the burgeoning South Korean economy. 
Pastor Ha’s calling to return to Korea from England in 1984 and start a new church 
(OCC) was sparked by an offered gift made one year earlier of a prime plot of 
real estate off the northern bank of the Han River near the heart of Seoul, in 
Seobinggo. That offer came from a Christian layman who was with the Shindongah 
Construction Company,33 today a significant and vibrant corporation founded in 
1977.34 Such wealth associated with the dramatic growth of the Korean economy 
has helped to fund not only OCC’s significant building projects but also the many 
different mission initiatives that OCC has undertaken. This same phenomenon has 
occurred in many other Korean churches’ growth and the corresponding rise of the 
overall Korean missions movement.
It was 150 years ago that U.S.-American mission leader Rufus Anderson 
noted Providential orchestration of global political and economic events to open 
unevangelized countries to Western Christian missionaries.35 Today, a similar 
correlation between the rise in the Korean economy and South Korea’s international 
stature on the one hand, and Korean church growth and the explosive increase of 
Korean missionaries on the other hand, has not been lost on both outside analysts 
and Korean Christians alike. While such a relationship no doubt has also involved 
other factors already mentioned, that correlation has been regularly noted by 
32 Mykola Siruk, “On the three factors of ‘The Miracle on the Han River’,” April 23, 2015, 
available online at https://day.kyiv.ua/en/article/economy/three-factors-miracle-han-river.
33 Ha, 8; Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years. Publisher, Jae-hoon Lee. 
English Translation Editor-in-Chief, J. Nelson Jennings. Onnuri Community Church, 2015 
(English Translation, 2017), 115-116. (At the time of writing, a revised English version was 
being planned.)
34 See the Shindongah Engineering & Construction English-language online 
brochure at http://www.sdaconst.co.kr/eng/Company/History.asp.
35 Rufus Anderson, Foreign Missions: Their Relations and Claims. New York: Charles 
Scribner and Company, 1869. Note especially Ch. 1, “An Opening World,” 1-15. Available 
online at https://openlibrary.org/books/OL23413170M/Foreign_missions_their_relations_
and_claims.
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Korean Christians to be God’s blessing on Korea,36 including in order for Koreans 
to carry forward the torch of Christian missions. As OCC founding pastor Ha 
Yong-jo preached at OCC’s eleventh anniversary celebration (and adoption of 
eight unreached people groups), “Just as the salvation of Christ transformed this 
land, I believe that in 50, 60, 100 years, the nations you all bless will also reflect the 
blessings Korea has received,”37 including Korea’s recent economic growth.
Diaspora
The current Korean diaspora is not as large as those as those of India, 
Mexico, Russia, China, Bangladesh, or 20 other countries.38 Remarkably, however, 
according to the Overseas Korean Foundation people of Korean descent are settled 
in 175 countries, making them the most widespread diaspora in the world.39 As 
such, the Korean diaspora is thus part of a worldwide phenomenon. For its part, 
modern Korean emigration began in the 1860s northward into Russia as well as 
China, then accelerated in the early 1900s to the Americas and then to Japan-ruled 
territories under the 1910-1945 Japanese Occupation. Emigration patterns became 
more varied after Korean independence, including a large thrust to the United States 
after its 1965 Immigration Reform Act of 1965 and another increase to China after 
the 1992 normalization of diplomatic relations between China and South Korea.40
Throughout world history,  religious groups have spread with the emigration 
of diasporas, including the earliest Christians scattered by persecution.41 The spread 
36 “Christianity in Korea,” in New World Encyclopedia, available online at http://
www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Christianity_in_Korea. Anecdotally, I have heard 
this testimony numerous times, both explicitly and implicitly.
37 Ha, 286-287.
38 According to UN mid-2015 statistics available online at http://www.
un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/data/estimates2/data/UN_
MigrantStockByOriginAndDestination_2015.xlsx (Table 16). The Korean diaspora is listed 
as 2,345,840, with India’s as the highest at 15,575,724.
39 In accordance with Ministry of Foreign Affairs 2011 statistics claiming 7.26 million 
Koreans worldwide. “World’s widest diaspora born over 100 years ago” Korea Joongang 
Daily October 2, 2013, available online at http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/
article/Article.aspx?aid=2978298. Clearly how the data is counted varies between the UN 
figures just cited and these Ministry of Foreign Affairs figures. Presumably the difference 
lies in where migrants were born. In any case, the relative rankings offered can be assumed 
to be correct on their own terms.
40 “Korean diaspora” New World Encyclopedia, Available online at http://www.
newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Korean_diaspora.
41 Acts 8:1, 4; 11:19-21.
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of Islam into Southeast Asia, particularly from the thirteenth century onward, is 
another easily identifiable example, in this instance of traders soon accompanied by 
Sufi mystics.42 The Christian Modern Missions Movement, stretching from the late-
fifteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, can also be understood in connection with 
the emigration of a European diaspora throughout the world together with Catholic, 
Orthodox, and various Protestant emissaries.43 The triangular post-World War II 
breakup of European Empires, twentieth-century explosion of non-Western Christian 
growth (including in Sub-Saharan Africa and Korea), and accelerated, multidirectional 
growth of diasporas worldwide has seen, among other religious developments, the 
growth of international Christian networks in connection with corresponding diaspora 
networks, be they Chinese, Nigerian, Brazilian, Ghanaian, Korean, or otherwise.
OCC’s international growth through the establishment of its association 
of “Vision Churches” is one of many such Korean international networks that have 
developed in tandem with the Korean diaspora. Accordingly, 25 of OCC’s currently 
30 Vision Churches are in Japan, China, and North America, with the other five also 
among Koreans living in Abu Dhabi, Vietnam, New Zealand, Guam, and Sydney.44 
These Vision Churches are a fundamental part of OCC’s overall mission orientation, 
taking shape within Korean peoples emigrating according to historically typical 
factors of economics, political initiatives, and war.
Non-Korean diasporas have included increased numbers entering South 
Korea as well. The 1992 normalization of relations between China and South Korea 
fostered an acceleration in the immigration of Chinese, including Chinese of Korean 
descent, into South Korea. Many other nationalities have also been entering South 
Korea as its economic growth has provided (and demanded) new opportunities for 
work, education, or arranged marriages to Koreans. Accordingly, since 1993 OCC 
has responded with ever-expanding ministries to new international arrivals through 
42 “Islam From The Beginning To 1300: The Spread Of Islam To Southeast Asia” 
International World History Project: World History From The Pre-Sumerian Period To The 
Present. A Collection Of World History Related Essays, Documents, Maps and Music, available 
online at http://history-world.org/islam7.htm; Imtiyaz Yusuf, “The Middle East and Muslim 
Southeast Asia: Implications of the Arab Spring” Oxford Islamic Studies Online, available 
online at http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com/Public/focus/essay1009_southeast_asia.html.
43 I acknowledge Andrew Walls as the first scholar I heard asserting this framework 
of understanding.
44 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 132-135.
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its “M Mission” (“Migrant Mission”), a focus that is drawing increased attention 
within OCC’s mission orientation.45
The lives of both OCC Senior Pastors are interconnected with major phases 
of the Korean diaspora. Born in 1946 in northern Korea, Ha Yong-jo fled southward 
with his Christian parents and siblings in 1951 during the Korean War. He traveled 
with his wife to England for three years in the early 1980s for study and rest. His 
periodic travels to Hawaii and to Japan for health reasons fit other Koreans’ travel 
patterns.46 As for Pastor Lee Jae-hoon, like many other Koreans of his generation 
he has spent significant periods in the U.S., in his case both as a student at Trinity 
Evangelical Divinity School in Illinois and as a pastor in New Jersey. Both men’s 
displacements and mobile sojourns have been microcosms of the overall Korean 
diaspora, including in the deep affect given to OCC’s mission orientation.
OCC Features
Listing particular features of OCC that distinguish its mission orientation 
is fraught with challenges. One challenge is that such labels and categories inevitably 
overlap with each other, as well as intersect with other sections of this study. 
Another is that a limited list of features unavoidably omit several other items that 
could be included.47 Here I have settled on four features that can both incorporate 
other distinguishing features as well as present OCC’s mission approaches in a 
manner that I believe is accurate, understandable, and manageable.
The Holy Spirit
Listing the Holy Spirit here is in no sense intended to imply that other 
churches, including other megachurches, have not experienced or emphasized the 
Spirit the way that OCC has. Even just a cursory glance at other churches in 
Korea and worldwide quickly dispels any notion of OCC having had any sort of 
monopoly on the Spirit’s blessing, presence, and work. Rather, the prominence of 
45 In collaboration with OCC colleagues, I have written about OCC’s M Mission in a 
forthcoming publication’s chapter, “Reverse Migration Ministries from Korea: A Case Study 
of Onnuri Community Church’s M Mission.”
46 Ha, 27-94.
47 For this list, other features I considered using included the Bible, OCC’s own 
mission agency TIM (Tyrannus International Mission), both the “Acts 29” and “2000/10000” 
vision statements, and others. Within this limited study I decided that these categories 
could effectively be examined in connection with others.
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the Spirit’s role in OCC’s mission orientation demands explicit attention here in 
describing OCC’s particular features.
First, I affirm the Holy Spirit’s presence and work among and through 
OCC and its mission initiatives. The fruit of the Spirit is evident, the gifts of the 
Spirit (e.g., in Ephesians 4) are undeniable, the presence of the Spirit among OCC 
individuals and gatherings is real, and the ministry fruit in peoples’ lives that have 
been changed – many of whom I have met personally – are abundantly confirmed 
by testimony and renewed lifestyles. The work of God’s Spirit throughout the earth 
and across the generations has included forming and enlisting OCC in His mission.
Second, OCC leaders and members consciously depend on the Holy 
Spirit for guidance and empowerment; and, they testify that the Spirit leads and 
empowers OCC’s mission, vision, programs, and efforts. I have been privy to many 
aspects of this dependence and testimony, for example in leaders’ consistent refrain 
that OCC’s foundation consists of “The Word and Spirit,” as well as in the plethora 
of regular prayer groups devoted to OCC mission causes. Moreover, published 
records of OCC history and Pastor Ha’s own accounts point to the Spirit as having 
shaped and empowered OCC and its mission.
Having been led by God’s Spirit to learn several invaluable lessons before 
and during their three years in England,48 during their last year there Pastor Ha 
and his wife prayed about starting a new church on the offered plot of land in 
Seobinggo. Their testimony is that God showed Ha a vision of the Early Church 
in Acts and the need, amidst the myriad churches already in Korea, for “the very 
Church” of Acts to be planted in Seoul.49 One can see at work here a “This is that!” 
hermeneutic by which Pentecostals have “collapsed the presumed distinction 
between the scriptural text and its contemporary readers,” opting for the Bible’s 
“capacity to open up possibilities for contemporary readers and hearers by the power 
of the Spirit.”50 Seven years after returning to Seoul in 1984 and seeing that church 
begin to develop, due to illness Pastor Ha went to Hawaii for a sabbatical. Pastor Ha 
testified later, “As soon as I got off the plane [in Hawaii], I felt God’s voice strongly 
48 Ha, 73-90.
49 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 116-117.
50 Amos Yong, “Reading Scripture and Nature: Pentecostal Hermeneutics and Their 
Implications for the Contemporary Evangelical Theology and Science Conversation” 
Perspectives on Science and Christian Faith 63(1), March, 2011, 4-5, available online at 
http://www.asa3.org/ASA/PSCF/2011/PSCF3-11Yong.pdf.
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saying just one thing, ‘Start a Pentecostal movement. Use the Holy Spirit in your 
ministry.’” After praying in Hawaii, “I will not go back until I receive Your anointing, 
Your Holy Fire. Allow me to experience that same Holy Spirit that descended upon 
Your disciples on the Pentecost,” Pastor Ha assembled the OCC leadership upon his 
1992 return to Seoul and “shared with them my vision for a charismatic ministry: a 
ministry driven by the Holy Spirit.” A two-day revival conference entitled “Come, 
Holy Spirit!” was held, and OCC’s explosive growth ensued.51
Per Pastor Ha’s testimony, “As we began to accept the work of the Holy 
Spirit, as a foggy camera clears, our vision also became clear before our eyes.” 
In particular, “The Lord has given Onnuri a great vision to commission 2,000 
missionaries and train 10,000 lay leaders by the year 2010. That vision was made 
clear in 1994.”52 OCC’s permeating “Acts 29” vision, to continue to write the Book 
of Acts by being “the very Church” conveyed there, was declared by Pastor Ha in 
2003,53  flowing out of the Spirit’s showing him connections between Acts and his 
experiences of illness. Then “At the end of 2007, I received a vision from God to go 
to Japan with all of Onnuri’s resources to win it over for Christ,” Ha wrote about 
the origin of the Love Sonata.54
While the Word and Spirit may together comprise OCC’s foundation, 
Pastor Ha and OCC particularly acknowledge the Spirit’s work of envisioning, 
empowering, and otherwise blessing them for mission.55
Leadership
Pastor Ha’s testimony about the Spirit includes instructions about 
leadership: “The most important factor in biblical leadership is the anointing of the 
Holy Spirit.” And, “The salvation of this earth is in the hands of God’s leaders.”56 
A central factor in determining OCC’s particular mission orientation has been 
leadership, namely the particular leaders involved.
51 Ha, 90-93.
52 Ha, 280.
53 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 49-50, 128; “Onnuri Church 
History,” available on the OCC website (English version) at http://en.onnuri.org/about-
onnuri/onnuri-church-history/.
54 Ha, 341.
55 OCC’s “charismatic” character, including such “sign” gifts as healings and glosso-
lalia, is discussed under the “megachurch” section below.
56 Ha, 317.
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Founding and long-time Senior Pastor Ha Yong-jo has been the central 
leader in shaping OCC’s mission character. Much of this study focuses on him and 
his experience, since in its ongoing mission program OCC continues to focus on 
Pastor Ha’s example and teaching as well. A prime example is how the curricula for 
OCC’s three main missionary training programs all begin with a study of Pastor 
Ha’s philosophy of mission.57 In general, Pastor Ha remains much beloved and 
deeply revered among OCC members and mission leaders.58
Other individuals have also been vitally important as developers of OCC 
mission emphases. One was Missionary Samuel Kim. Having been approved as 
the first Korean Christian and Missionary Alliance missionary, Kim started seven 
churches in Japan (1983-1992), fostered the translation of BEE (Bible Education 
by Extension) materials for Chinese church leaders (1993-1997), then served in 
Korea as OCC’s head of missionary training (1998-2004), including as director 
of the Onnuri Mission Training Center (now Acts 29 Vision Village). Kim died 
of cancer soon after leading a team of missionaries to Iraq.59 Another influential 
mission leader has been Missionary Stephen Ha, Pastor Ha’s brother. Having been 
influenced in worship by the same Baptist church in England as Pastor Ha, not long 
after OCC had begun Stephen Ha returned to Seoul and led praise and worship at 
OCC, including a large and influential Thursday evening service for young adults. All 
Nations Worship and Praise Ministries (ANWPM) soon emerged, infusing OCC’s 
life and mission with a “dynamic mix of praise, prayer and preaching.”60 All Nations 
Worship and Praise Institutes (with several campuses located internationally) also 
developed, along with traveling choirs and multiple worship CD’s.61
57 The three programs, conducted at OCC’s Acts 29 Vision Village in Yangji one hour 
south of Seoul, are TP (“Turning Point”) for short-term missionaries, OSOM (“Onnuri 
School of Mission”) for long-term missionaries, and H2H (“Home2Home”) for missionaries 
on furlough.
58 For two online tributes that exemplify the outpouring of grief and appreciation 
after Ha Yong-jo’s August 2011 death, see Eugene Cho’s “in memory of pastor ha yong jo” and 
Eddie Byun’s “Pastor Ha, Yong Jo (1946-2011),” available respectively at https://eugenecho.
com/2011/08/02/in-memory-of-pastor-hah-yong-jo/ and at http://www.eddiebyun.com/
blog/pastor-ha-yong-jo-1946-2011.
59 Samuel Kim’s biography was written by his widow Young S. Kim, The King’s 
Invitation. Seoul: Duranno Press, 2011. His life and career is succinctly summarized in the 
first 12 slides of a PowerPoint presentation compiled in 2004 by Jintae Kim, entitled “Samuel 
Kim and Getting it done in Korea or by Koreans,” available on the www.all4jesus.net website.
60 Ha, 169.
61 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 344-347. For a flavor of the 
fervency and style of the praise and worship that developed starting in the mid-1980s, see 
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In concert with Pastor Ha’s emphasis on lay leadership have been the major 
roles played by numerous lay leaders in executing OCC’s mission. Reference was 
made earlier to Elder Choi Soon-young of Shindongah Corporation, who donated 
land in Seobinggo for OCC’s first and main campus. In addition, Choi’s similar 
leadership granted facilities to other churches and organizations, including for 
Far Eastern Broadcasting Company-Korea62 and Kwanglim Methodist Church.63 
Other wealthy Korean individuals have contributed significantly to major mission-
related building and ministry projects. Organizationally, all throughout OCC’s 
mission development there have been lay leaders – some of them with significant 
corporate and political positions – who have played prominent roles in partnership 
with pastors. This effective partnership is what Pastor Ha taught and embodied,64 
and it is what I have consistently observed. Stories abound of church members going 
to Pastor Ha with ideas for ministry projects, and his response was for them to go 
and start them up. The result is prominent lay leadership in all church programs, 
including OCC’s many different mission initiatives.
Currently, the single most strategically placed OCC mission leader is Sr. 
Pastor Lee Jae-hoon. In many ways, Pastor Lee’s intertwined spirituality, thinking, 
leadership, and decisions embody the crux of this study about OCC’s mission 
orientation and related missiological discussion points. Having served under Pastor 
Ha for many years and in various OCC roles, Pastor Lee understands, honors, 
and is carrying forward OCC’s mission orientation that has been shaped under 
Pastor Ha’s influence. At the same time, Pastor Lee and OCC are in new and 
changing times, hence he must update and adjust certain emphases, for example 
by amplifying OCC’s permeating “Acts 29” vision with a new phrase, “Fools for 
Christ.”65 What Pastor Lee faces missiologically, and how he and OCC are dealing 
with such realities, will continue to unfold in this study.
the two videos posted on February 9, 2017 at https://www.facebook.com/vision2085?hc_
ref=PAGES_TIMELINE.
62 Billy Kim, The Life of Billy Kim: From Houseboy to World Evangelist. Chicago, IL: 
Moody Publishers, 2015, 130.
63 Kim Sundo, A Miracle of Five Minutes: The Autobiography of Kim Sundo. Ch. 16, 
“Arriving at the Summit of the Vision.” Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 2015.
64 Ha, 110-120.
65 Details about the remarkably smooth transition from Pastor Ha to Pastor Lee are 
in Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 11-58.
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Megachurch
Many testimonies of megachurch leaders insist that their churches’ growth 
occurred suddenly and surprisingly. For example, in the early stages of Yoido Full 
Gospel Church people are said to have appeared “much like the gathering of rain 
clouds,”66 and OCC founding pastor Ha attested that “people who began to flock to 
our church could only be compared to ‘a cloud of locusts’.”67 Whatever the expectations 
or plans might have been, megachurches have mushroomed across the globe since the 
early twentieth century. According to the most current and definitive list of global 
megachurches,68 out of today’s almost 300 megachurches listed with a starting date,69 
93% began in the last 100 years.70 Interestingly, 52% or over half of the world’s current 
documented megachurches began during the quarter-century between 50 and 25 
years ago (1967-1992), including the Korean megachurches listed.71
For its part, OCC began in 1984 when Pastor Ha returned to Seoul from 
England and started meeting with 12 families. As such, one study puts OCC in 
“The Third Generation” of Korean megachurches.72 The church grew to about 
2,500 over the next six years, then exploded after Ha returned in 1992 from a 
sabbatical away in Hawaii because of illness. Benchmark membership numbers 
66 Yoido Full Gospel Church website, “About Us – History – The Church at 
SeoDaeMun,” available at http://english.fgtv.com/a1/a1_062.asp.
67 Ha, 92. The reference is to 1992, after Pastor Ha returned to Seoul having had 
a revolutionary experience with the Holy Spirit during a sickness-induced sabbatical in 
Hawaii. Writing a decade-and-a-half later he wrote, “When our church first started, I didn’t 
expect it to grow this big. I had never dreamt of a mega-church and I had never even been 
part of a mega-church. I couldn’t even conceive of it but here we are.” Ha, 289.
68 “Global Megachurches by Leadership Network’s Warren Bird, PhD (leadnet.org/
world),” available online at https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1YIKShcapvO6LatV5
WG7P4XXczuoaw9EAfKv3IMJwXnQ/edit?hl=en_US&hl=en_US#gid=0. Note that this 
list does not include North American churches, which are listed elsewhere online at http://
www.hartfordinstitute.org/megachurch/database.html.
69 About 100 megachurches are listed without a founding year included.
70 For further reference and comparison, 76% began in the last 50 years and 24% 
during the most recent 25 years.
71 Here, “Korean” means “in Korea.” There are 38 total Korean megachurches listed, 22 
with founding dates. Of those 22, 55% (12) began between 1967-1992, with all other ten earlier.
72 Michael Bégin and Caleg Kwang-Eun Shin, “Sacred Ambitions, Global Dreams: 
Inside the Korean Megachurch Phenomenon,” Ch. 122 in Stanley D. Brunn, ed., The 
Changing World Religion Map: Sacred Places, Identities, Practices and Politics. 2015 Ed. New 
York: Springer, 2015, 2322-2323.
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reached include 6,000 (1993), 11,000 (1996), 21,000 (2000), 45,000 (2005), and 
75,000 (2010), 73 graphically depicted below.
Onnuri Community Church
Membership Totals, 1984-2010
One of OCC’s basic mission orientations as a megachurch inculcated by Pastor Ha 
was his emphasis on sacrificial service to others. The twin, underlying imperatives he 
gave were (1) share with others the blessings God had uniquely poured out on OCC, 
and (2) be scattered just like the earliest megachurch, the Jerusalem Church in the 
book of Acts, was scattered. Ha’s own comments here are worth extensive quotation:
People have come to Onnuri Church in masses. A great revival 
is occurring. We are blessed to be a part of this revival of Korean 
Christianity…. I believe that the revival God is allowing here at 
our church [is] the exact same sort with which God blessed the 
Early Church in the Book of Acts…. [After God gave growth, 
and as the Jews oppressed the Jerusalem church and their leaders,] 
The 20,000 members of the Jerusalem church [were] scattered all 
across the world.
73 According to the OCC website (English version) at http://en.onnuri.org/about-
onnuri/onnuri-church-history/. The 45,000 figure and approximate 2005 date come from 
the aforementioned “South Korean Missionaries” 2007 documentary. The membership totals 
include the various OCC campuses in Korea and Vision Churches throughout the world.
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As I meditated on the sufferings of the early church, God showed 
me what was happening, how He was working, through my life. 
[During my illnesses, surgeries, and accompanying meditations 
on Acts,] it hit me that if [we] don’t scatter, we’re going to be 
oppressed! I shared this vision with the leadership: Dear beloved 
leaders of Onnuri, we must not hoard and settle in this blessing 
and revival from God….
God has blessed us in many ways. He has given us great ministries 
in evangelism, discipleship, mission, worship, praise, small groups, 
quiet times, etc. What other church do you know of has been the 
recipient of such an outpour[ing] of His grace?
There are many large churches but without the right software, 
so to speak. Some have the right software but their hardware is 
inadequate. But God has blessed us with both the software and 
the hardware to go and scatter.
We must share these blessings…. We must find ways to spread 
this blessing to all the churches in Korea.74
Based on connecting (a) his own illnesses to the Early Church’s suffering and 
scattering; and, (b) OCC’s perceived unique (at least among Korean megachurches) 
combination of growth, lack of scandals or problems, and abundance of people, 
facilities, and programs to the same characteristics of the earliest megachurch in 
Jerusalem, Pastor Ha urged OCC leaders and members sacrificially to disperse and 
serve. In a very real sense, then, OCC’s mission orientation is inherently tied to 
OCC as the particular megachurch that it has become.
Alongside this reality that OCC’s mission orientation is inherently tied to 
its megachurch status are at least three other characteristics that are connected to 
OCC being a megachurch. First, there are myriad mission programs. In one sense, 
OCC considers most all of its programs as mission programs, starting with OCC’s 
two most fundamental programs of QT (“Quiet Time” training and materials) 
and One-to-One discipleship.75 These and other programs – e.g., “Father School,” 
74 Ha, 291-293.
75 From the beginning of my acquaintance with OCC in 2012, every explanation of 
OCC I have been given has emphasized the fundamental place of QT and One-to-One for 
all members. See also Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 124-126, 137-142.
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worship styles, Duranno Press materials – are used in OCC’s various campus 
churches (in Korea) and Vision Churches (outside Korea), by OCC missionaries, 
and in direct connection with international churches and organizations. OCC’s 
specifically mission programs are legion with several of them quite large, for example 
TIM (Tyrannus International Mission, OCC’s own mission-sending agency or 
“sodality” currently with over 400 active missionaries), Acts 29 Vision Village, M 
(“Migrant”) Mission, BEE-Korea, Better World (OCC’s NGO), and CGNTV.76 
Even Duranno Press, one of Korea’s major Christian publishing companies, was 
conceived by Pastor Ha as part of OCC’s mission by “supplying healthy Christian 
contents” to people worldwide.77
Second, since 2015 OCC’s mission leaders (most especially elders) have 
discussed and implemented a “convergence” approach to OCC mission. In one 
sense, OCC’s “convergence” mission is a wider, international extension of Pastor 
Ha’s “matrix” model of collaboration and free movement between OCC campuses, 
Vision churches, and related organizations.78 In the wake of a 2013 reorganization 
of the elder committee structure (now with 15 subcommittees, one of which is 
“overseas missions” although many others overlap with mission concerns),79 and 
in light of a plateauing Korean economy that motivates more careful monitoring 
of budgets,80 OCC’s mission leaders have sought greater overall effectiveness 
through planning and collaboration between mission programs, in consultation 
with missionaries in touch with field needs. Along with being a management 
strategy, OCC’s “convergence” mission fits a historical and sociological pattern for 
76 Of these major examples, only TIM, Acts 29 VV, and the M Mission are “fully” 
OCC entities, since the others have their own independent organizational status and boards. 
Effectively, however, especially with Sr. Pastor Lee Jae-hoon as their official corporate head, 
all these entities are substantially OCC programs financially and personnel-wise. There are 
several other noteworthy specifically mission programs, including the Ezer Prayer Ministry 
and SWIM (Society for World Internet Mission). The aforementioned All Nations Worship 
and Praise Ministries has developed into more of an independent and internationally-based 
missions organization (cf. Ha, 311).
77 See “Introduction” on the Duranno Press website (English version) at http://www.
duranno.com/english/introduce.asp. Note that “Duranno” and “Tyrannus” of TIM are the 
same word from Acts 19.
78 Ha, 307-311.
79 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 42.
80 Even with a Korea’s economic slowdown, pledges to OCC overseas missions– 
annually collected in early January – have increased.
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any organization, be it a nation-state or a small group of friends, to consolidate its 
identity and programs following an intense period of accelerated growth.81
A third trait of OCC’s megachurch status is its “Big Tent” capacity to 
incorporate a wide range of themes and organizations, some of which can seem 
contradictory. Denominationally speaking, OCC is part of the Presbyterian 
Church of Korea (PCK, or Tonghap),82 which in turn is affiliated with the Korean 
National Council of Churches (KNCC).83 The PCK is one of the largest among 
the bewildering array of Korean Presbyterian denominations.84 Organizationally 
and missiologically, however, OCC connects more with the Lausanne Movement. 
OCC functions in this kind of all-embracing way against the backdrop of its all-
encompassing “Acts 29” vision. For example, in explaining how OCC functions 
as a “multi-site church” with several campuses in Korea and even more Vision 
Churches internationally, Pastor Ha noted that “None of our churches are bound 
by denominations but rather by the vision of Acts 29. All our churches aim 
to continue writing the 29th chapter of the Book of Acts until Jesus returns.”85 
Furthermore, OCC’s various pastors themselves are ordained in a wide variety of 
denominations. It is the OCC-as-megachurch’s Acts 29 vision (and updated “Fools 
for Christ” vision) that provides the unifying, umbrella vision for OCC’s various 
denominational connections as OCC and as OCC pastors.
OCC’s approximately 900 missionaries are hence connected with a 
variety of mission agencies. About half are with OCC’s own TIM, and about 
half are spread out among a wide array of other agencies (including some with 
Better World and other OCC-related entities). Similarly, OCC has embraced 
“Charismatic” expressions of worship as well as such “sign” gifts as glossolalia 
81  Examples abound, including Japan’s mid-Meiji consolidation (1889 Meiji 
Constitution and 1990 Imperial Rescript on Education) following its two decades of 
dizzying absorption of all things Western and accelerated growth into a modern economic 
and military empire. 
82 The PCK Tonghap English website is at http://www.pck.or.kr/Eng/Main/engMain.
asp. During one of my numerous interviews with OCC staff and members, the origin of 
OCC’s Tonghap affiliation was explained to lie in Pastor Ha’s relationships with Tonghap 
leaders who, like him, had northern Korean roots.
83 The KNCC, like other national church councils, is WCC-affiliated.
84 One helpful succinct explanation of the many Korean Presbyterian churches, 
including some background for the plethora of splits and groups, is on the “Korea, 
Republic of ” web page of the Reformed Online website at http://www.reformiert-online.
net/weltweit/75_eng.php.
85 Ha, 310.
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and healings, without being classified within or belonging to any particular 
“Charismatic” or “Pentecostal” organization. Furthermore, OCC as a megachurch 
can simultaneously relate to seemingly contradictory groups, including Chinese 
house churches and government-recognized churches as well as more theologically 
“Reformed” teaching and a dispensational, current-state-of-Israel-supporting 
Korea Israel Bible Institute (KIBI).
In sum, OCC’s mission orientation is a collaborative, multi-program array 
of initiatives inherently connected to OCC the Acts 29 megachurch.
The Name “Onnuri”
Having considered OCC’s distinguishing mission features of the Spirit, its 
leadership, and megachurch traits, it is also instructive to note a fourth particular 
trait in relation to OCC’s mission orientation, namely the designation “Onnuri.” 
That name is written in Hangul (the Korean script) as ???. In Chinese characters, 
it is written as ??.86 In other languages the term is simply transliterated. The 
consistent English meaning that the church conveys is “All Nations,” referring to 
the Matthew 28:19 centerpiece of Jesus’ Great Commission to “Make disciples of 
all nations.” 87 OCC’s mission orientation is thus expressed in its very name, Onnuri.
The term is a purely Korean word, meaning that it was not borrowed from 
any other language – including Chinese, from which a large portion of Korean terms 
originate. The word is a combination of ? (on, “all”) and ?? (nuri, “world”), the 
latter particularly being the purely Korean term. Additionally, the word is an older 
term that is no longer in common use. Another important matter is that the term 
itself does not actually appear anywhere in any Korean version of Bible, including 
in Matthew 28:19. Other Korean phrases (with Chinese origins) that linguistically 
express more faithfully and accurately the Greek phrase in Matthew 28:19, πάντα 
τὰ ἔθνη (panta ta ethne, or “all the nations/peoples”), are used there.88
86 See the Chinese version of the OCC website at http://cn.onnuri.org/. The only other 
occasion I have ever seen the term written in Chinese characters has been on a road sign in 
Yangjae, pointing to the church’s campus location at Torch Trinity Graduate University.
87 Ha, 111, 281-282; Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 238.
88 For example, ??? ? (modeun joksok).
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Linguistically speaking, a closer English equivalent to ??? (onnuri) 
than “all nations” would be “the whole world,” or perhaps “the entire creation.”89 
Taking a lead from the Chinese-equivalent ??, “grand land” would be another 
option. As for specific Scriptures where ??? would thus be a closer linguistic 
match than in Matthew 28:19, ֶֽרָאָה־לָּכץ (“all the earth”) in Psalm 66:1, 4, πάσῃ τῇ 
κτίσει (“the whole creation”) in Mark 16:15, and πᾶσαν τὴν οἰκουμένην (“all the 
world”) in, e.g., Luke 2:1 come to mind. Here again, though, other phrases (with 
Chinese origins) are used in Korean Bibles rather than ???.90 For whatever 
reasons, Korean Bible translators have not chosen the term onnuri to convey any 
biblical phrases, including in Matthew 28:19.91
Why then did Pastor Ha use, and in turn why has OCC continued to use, 
??? (onnuri) with a mission orientation consciously connected to the “all nations” 
of Matthew 28:19 in the Great Commission? That question may be impossible to 
answer fully, but I believe that traveling down two avenues of understanding this 
situation prove constructive. One is to realize that a “linguistically faithful and 
accurate” translation may not convey the intended meaning in a certain context as 
much as a “faithful, appropriate, and relevant” translation would.92 For this discussion, 
the clear fact that ??? (onnuri) is not as linguistically faithful and accurate as 
other Korean phrases (especially including in contemporary usage) does not therefore 
rule out being able to use the term in some connection with Matthew 28:19.
The second avenue of understanding explains even more why Pastor Ha and 
OCC have used that phrase with a Great Commission-related intention. The first 
three traits examined here that have shaped OCC’s particular mission orientation – 
the Spirit, the leaders, and OCC-as-megachurch – gave rise to Onnuri Community 
Church developing its particular mission orientation. Living and leading as the 
Founding Senior Pastor of OCC, Ha Yong-jo exemplified his own understanding 
and description of “Being filled with the Holy Spirit” and the development of OCC:
89 See, for example, translations given using the online dictionaries at http://www.
lexicool.com/korean-dictionary-translation.asp.
90 For example, ????? (on ttang-i-yeo) and ????? (on se-sang-i) in Psalm 
66, and ??? ? (modeun saram) in Mark 16.
91 I have listed these various translations and Scriptural examples after my own 
research and after conferring with two Korean colleagues (one a pastor in the OCC matrix 
and the other a missionary who knows OCC quite well) and Andrew Walls.
92 I am borrowing here from the insightful study by Daniel R. Shaw and Charles E. 
Van Engen, Communicating God’s Word in a Complex World: God’s Truth or Hocus Pocus? 
Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2003.
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You receive fire, you receive power, you experience the anointing of 
the Holy Spirit and you allow the Holy Spirit to act through you. 
You speak the words that the Spirit gives you. Speech is thought 
and without thought, language does not exist.93 When I am filled 
with the Holy Spirit, I act on the will of the Holy Spirit and I 
represent the Holy Spirit. People who are filled with the Spirit will 
attract people who are hungry for the Spirit, people who want to 
be filled with the Spirit. This is revival!94
Pastor Ha’s ever-growing, Spirit-inspired vision was that the church based in Seoul, 
South Korea that he would begin and then lead would carry forward the torch lit 
in the first century until onnuri, the whole and entire world, would be a realization 
of the Spirit-filled, heavenly dream he had for all people. That was Ha Yong-jo’s 
dream and vision that developed along with Onnuri-as-megachurch. It was his, 
and continues to be OCC’s, deeply spiritual sense of calling to share the Onnuri 
revival that God has given them. Sacrificially serving toward realizing that vision is 
the only viable outcome for that calling.
OCC is Korean
OCC’s historical context of suffering, revivals, the Korean economy, and 
people in diaspora have shaped its mission orientation. The Holy Spirit, OCC 
leaders, OCC’s megachurch character, and OCC’s Onnuri identity have combined 
to distinguish OCC’s mission orientation. What, then, does OCC’s Korean 
character mean for its mission orientation?
To state the obvious (and to note some qualifications), OCC is a Korean 
megachurch. There are obvious international and non-Korean elements – for 
example, worship services take place each Sunday in Russian, Chinese, Japanese, 
English, and in connection with OCC’s growing M Mission several other Asian 
languages – but the operative language, structure, historical context, and heritage of 
the vast majority of leaders, participants, and activities is Korean. Many lay leaders 
and pastors have significant international life experience, but the vast majority of 
OCC’s population is Korean in character. Various materials are translated into, and 
93 Perhaps a smoother English translation for this sentence would shift the comma 
forward: “Speech is thought, and without thought language does not exist.”
94 Ha, 133.
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in some cases originally produced in, non-Korean languages – the church website’s 
English/Japanese/Chinese versions, Duranno Press, and CGNTV, to name the 
most prominent examples – but the bulk and foundation of materials are in Korean. 
Again, while bearing the worldwide marks of its character as Onnuri Community 
Church, OCC is a Korean megachurch.
Besides being obvious, OCC’s Korean character is normal. Particular 
churches have contextual homes, including megachurches. That is how God has 
shaped and developed churches throughout history.
Aspects
For OCC, then, one major emphasis – by committee structure, ongoing 
prayers, special prayer events, and targeted ministries – is Korea reunification.95 
Another is the fervent and frequent prayer gatherings, including well-known large 
pre-dawn meetings. Exuberance and open expression in worship (culturally relative 
as such qualities might be), including intensity in preaching, are also displayed.
While not unique to Korea, other Korean features include church-wide 
use of the same daily QT materials, similar attire worn on Sunday by select groups 
(pastors and elders, choir members, ushers, offering presenters, etc.), ongoing 
honoring of the founding pastor (e.g., on the church website, airing of recorded 
sermons, annual memorial services), and hierarchical communication and decision-
making structures (albeit modified by the leveled leadership that both senior pastors 
have cultivated and practiced).
Implications via an Example
Some implications of these aspects of OCC’s Korean character for its mission 
orientation can be illustrated and teased out by an example from the July 2007 
Tokyo Love Sonata, beginning with Pastor Ha’s own account:
It was like a dream come true. Our church has been preparing 
for months and we poured out all our resources into making it 
a success. The atmosphere inside the Saitama Super Arena was 
electric. Our members began setting up for the evening event since 
9:00 in the morning and they were filled with excitement. 5,000 
95 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 42.
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Korean Christians had been waiting for this day since the 40 days 
of early morning-prayer. Many had paid their own way. All had 
come to Japan with a vision. A vision of reconciliation and unity.
Pastor Ha then recounted the various events and meetings involved with the entire 
Tokyo Love Sonata, including its trademark “special performance by our Korean 
Christian celebrities.”96
Adjoining Ha’s remarks are these comments by a Japanese senior pastor of 
a Japanese church:
The Love Sonata had created a ‘holy illusion’. I had forgotten that 
I was in Tokyo. It felt like I was in Seoul at Onnuri Church! It 
seemed as if [your] lay ministers had been with us from the very 
beginning helping, encouraging and supporting in any way they 
could. I truly felt like one community; a community of Christ, 
bound together by love.
The people of Onnuri Church served Japan humbly and selflessly. 
Even the women and the weak bodied served us with all their 
hearts. Japanese people are uncomfortable when we receive in such 
abundance! It’s part of our culture to give something in return. But 
we have nothing we can offer to Onnuri. The only thing we can 
promise is to hold fast to the love that we received and live a life 
pleasing to God.
Ensuing comments by other participants convey gratitude, encouragement, and 
fresh resolve for gospel service – including the last comment by another Japanese 
pastor: “I have such great hopes because of the Love Sonata! I was so touched by 
the message and when we threw our paper airplanes into the air! I felt God’s love 
through the people and the entire event!”97
The following characteristics (descriptive, not necessarily evaluative) 
emerge from this Love Sonata sketch, with particular reference to the Korean 
character of OCC’s mission orientation and practice:
96 Ha, 361-363.
97       Ha, 363-370.
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- Fervent prayer permeates the preparation.
- Mission service is rooted in a strong sense of calling.
- Humility, sacrifice, and full-fledged passion characterize the   
              service rendered.
- Korean leadership and initiative energize the activities.
- Korean people and resources supply the needed materials.
- Korean cultural traits of color, music, and expression mark the   
  event.
- Gospel fruit is evident, including encouragement and breaking   
  down of barriers.
All seven characteristics are of course not predominant in all instances of 
OCC mission programs. For example, I know of many exceptions to the norm of 
Korean OCC leaders assuming responsibility in certain ministry settings, including 
in Korean-Japanese partnerships in planning and executing Love Sonata events. In 
general, however, these seven characteristics hold true of OCC mission ministries 
– positively, negatively, and otherwise.
Observations and Analyses
For the remainder of this section, I will offer some observations and 
analyses of why identifiably Korean traits characterize OCC’s mission orientation 
and practice in the ways that they do. I will also dare to add some evaluative 
comments regarding the formation and the effects of such traits.
As noted in the study’s first section, the suffering that Koreans have 
experienced in recent generations has cultivated a determination and capacity 
to endure hardship, as well as humility to serve. Such qualities come from the 
Holy Spirit’s gracious work in lives, of course, but often the Spirit uses suffering to 
produce that kind of fruit.
Related are an exuberance, full-fledged passion, and open expression of 
emotion integral to Korean mission service. Prayers are offered intensely. Worship 
is often loud. Love Sonata events exhibit bright colors, paper airplanes, gifts of 
wreaths, and legions of smiling greeters with expressive welcoming signs.98
The strong Korean sense of calling arises from the experience of revival that 
has developed OCC and Korean churches in general. Pastor Ha and others have 
98 For example, see the rolling home page for http://www.lovesonata.org/.
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experienced God’s powerful work, and there is a resulting sense of calling to share 
that experience with others. (There is the additional, supporting sense that God has 
blessed Korea in general, including economically, as part of Korea’s divine calling 
by God through granting them revival.) Related to that revival-produced sense of 
calling is the historical sense of having been sandwiched between, and all too often 
oppressed by, Japan and China. Hence there is a deep, competitive desire to move 
out from under those two countries’ large shadows, including by even surpassing 
them in service (as well as through serving them). Many Korean churches seem to 
have the sense that they are now the ones called to complete world evangelization. 
OCC’s sense of calling fits into that same stream, historically cultivated by revival 
and by Sino-Japanese overshadowing.
In connection with the two contributing factors related to calling just 
sketched, two other interrelated Korean sets of sensibilities contribute to OCC’s 
– like many other Korean churches’ – subconscious compulsion to exhibit and to 
transmit Korean traits to others they serve in mission.99 Thankfully such unwitting 
exporting is mitigated by the Korean and Spirit-produced humility, honoring of 
others, and servant hearts described above. Moreover, the universal tendency to 
colonize others culturally in mission service is a much discussed subject. With those 
caveats in mind, it is important to highlight these two additional sets of sensibilities.
One is a collective pride in Korean culture, including that many of its aspects 
are simply the world’s best in various ways. The Korean script Hangul (??), the 
fifteenth-century creation of which is now an official national holiday after having 
been commemorated since the 1920s, is celebrated as the world’s simplest and most 
scientifically devised script. (Nationalistic efforts toward exclusively using Hangul 
and eliminating Chinese characters – and occasionally toward even purging all 
foreign influences from Korean language use in general – as well as favorable non-
Korean assessments of Hangul100 help to buttress Korean linguistic pride.101) As for 
cuisine, many Koreans not only simply prefer Korean food to other options but 
99 I offer these comments with a sizeable measure of fear and trembling, aware that 
others (including U.S.-Americans) also export their own peculiar traits to others.
100 Several such assessments are assembled in “Quotes about Hangeul” on the 
Voluntary Agency Network of Korea website at http://korea.prkorea.com/wordpress/
english/quote/quotes-about-hangeul/.
101 See, for example, the succinct study by Mark S. Lovmo, “Language Purism in 
Korea,” available online at http://dokdo-research.com/gallery15.html
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also consider it the most tasty and healthy.102 Within interpersonal relationships, 
accepted protocols tied to age differences and Confucian hierarchical ranking 
are to be followed (regardless of contextual location) both out of unquestioned 
compulsion and out of preference over other alternatives.
Korean cultural pride is also based on an extensive list of Korean inventions 
and discoveries. In addition to Hangul is the world’s first armored warship (the 
“turtle ship” or ??? (geobukseon)), the first movable type created two centuries 
prior to Gutenberg’s invention, and all sorts of others in agriculture, architecture, 
astronomy, writing, printing, music, horology, ceramics, traditional medicine, military, 
mathematics, science, technology, traditional games, martial arts, sports, and various 
products.103 Koreans are not boisterous about such matters, but there is a quiet 
assurance and pride in the factual accuracy of these monumental accomplishments.
Another set of sensibilities is related to Koreans’ cultural homogeneity. 
At least one study baldly states, “The Korean people are the most homogeneous 
people on earth” despite foreign invasions and occupations, modern diasporas (due 
to both emigration and immigration, as noted earlier), and increasing percentages 
of international marriages.104 While South Korea’s international (particularly 
economic) rise has provided a Korean U.N. Secretary-General, Ban Ki-moon 
(2007-2016), globally recognized corporate brands, Korea’s hosting of both the 
Summer (1988) and Winter (2018) Olympics, Korea’s co-hosting of the FIFA 
World Cup (2002), and numerous internationally-known sports and pop-culture 
stars, cultural homogeneity remains a source of pride for many South Koreans.105  The 
same can be said for the Korean Christian world, particularly regarding Christian 
mission. Koreans have assumed several positions of international leadership, and it 
is frequently noted that Korea now ranks second – behind only the United States 
– in sending out (Protestant) missionaries. Such growth and leadership supports a 
pride in cultural homogeneity.
102 Korean missionaries are notorious for eating Korean food, most Korean expatriates 
today have ample access to Korean groceries and restaurants, and many Korean restaurants 
cater to Korean tour groups.
103 The categories are from the Wikipedia “List of Korean inventions and discoveries” 
at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Korean_inventions_and_discoveries.
104 “Demographics of South Korea,” in New World Encyclopedia, available online at 
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Demographics_of_South_Korea.
105 Many accessible studies attest to this continuing pride in cultural homogeneity.
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Onnuri Community Church provides a marvelous case study for examining 
the Korean character of its mission orientation. The Spirit’s character fruit of love, 
joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control is 
abundantly evident among the OCC pastoral and mission leadership, missionaries 
and supporting staff, and collaborating leaders and Christians in OCC’s mission 
contexts. So is the Spirit’s ministry fruit of conversions, church growth, spiritual 
maturing, villages rebuilt, immigrants and refugees served, and increased ministry 
partnerships. The Holy Spirit has been using and refining OCC’s Korean qualities 
listed and analyzed above, including fervent prayer; a strong sense of calling; humility, 
sacrifice, and full-fledged passion in service; exuberant expression of emotion; and, 
hierarchical decision-making (tempered by leveled leadership structures and by the 
senior pastors’ examples) regarding assignments for missionaries, pastors, and staff 
within OCC’s overall matrix of mission ministry.
Furthermore, Onnuri Community Church – together with elements 
considered earlier in this study’s nuanced discussion and caveats – exhibits a 
particular Korean sense of calling to be uniquely used by God to write the next (and 
final) chapter of Acts and to usher in God’s final Kingdom. OCC’s Why Mission? 
course, offered frequently throughout OCC campuses and networks, adapts the 
widely used Perspectives on the World Christian Movement106 course by including 
the modern mission to Chosun (Korea) and the Acts 29 vision.107 OCC’s mission 
vision, winsomely inculcated by Pastor Ha Yong-jo, is a “Mosaic Vision” involving 
OCC, along with its collaborating ministries and churches, to ring out across the 
onnuri (“whole world”) “the sound of God’s heartfelt Love Sonata.”108
With its particular historical background and traits, the Korean Onnuri 
Community Church is trusting God to use it to transform the whole world.
Opposition
For OCC, the primary and fundamental opposition it has faced in fulfilling 
its mission vision has been spiritual. That is a central reason why prayer has always 
106 See http://www.perspectives.org/.
107 Compiled by Onnuri 2000 Mission Headquarters, Why Mission?. Seoul: Duranno 
Press, 2015.
108 Ha, 371-373.
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permeated OCC’s mission efforts and indeed its entire church life.109 OCC’s 
charismatic aspect frees people to pray for God’s intervention against demonic 
forces, as well as to have seen exorcisms occur.110 While Satanic and demonic 
opposition is of course not unique to OCC, explicitly noting it here is important 
for this study and for OCC.
Leaders’ and missionaries’ untimely deaths should be mentioned here. 
(Unexpected illnesses have also hindered mission efforts, but Ha Yong-jo’s experience 
and testimony of God using his continual illnesses for good – particularly including 
expanding his vision for OCC111– turn that particular “opposition” into more of an 
ally.) In addition to Pastor Ha’s death in 2011, since 2000 six OCC missionaries 
(plus one approved missionary in 1999) have died – three from illnesses and three 
from car accidents – including the widely known Samuel Kim, described earlier.112
What some might prefer labelling as a “barrier” has been the South Korean 
government’s ban on travel to certain dangerous countries. In 2007, the ban was 
instituted for Somalia, Iraq, and Afghanistan following the 2004 beheading of a 
Korean Christian in Iraq and 2007 killings of two members of a Korean short-
term mission team to Afghanistan.113  As of late November 2015, three additional 
countries were on the travel ban list (Syria, Yemen, and Libya).114 Different 
Christian leaders have discussed the pros and cons of the travel bans,115 but in any 
109 For example, not only do various prayer groups abound (including ones devoted 
to praying for missionaries), but musicians pray before and after worship services, as I have 
regularly witnessed (and photographed).
110 Pastor Ha testified about demons being cast out during his earlier days of ministry 
as well, in the 1970s before he went to England and well before OCC began. Ha, 68.
111 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 284-286.
112 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 277-280.
113 About the 2004 incident, see Jackie Spinner and Anthony Faiola, “S. Korean 
Is Beheaded in Iraq” Washington Post, June 23, 2004, available online at http://www.
washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/articles/A62068-2004Jun22.html. Reflections and 
discussions about the 2007 killings are in Sarah Pulliam, “In the Aftermath of a Kidnapping” 
Christianity Today, November 7, 2007, available online at http://www.christianitytoday.
com/ct/2007/november/22.64.html?start=1. Regarding the 2007 travel ban, see Yoon Won-
sup, “South Korea Bans Travel to Afghanistan” The Korea Times, August 1, 2007, available 
online at http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/nation/2017/05/113_7556.html.
114 Yeo Jun-suk, “Korea to reinforce travel bans on restricted countries” The Korean 
Herald, November 18, 2015, available online at http://www.koreaherald.com/view.
php?ud=20151118001179.
115 Ruth Moon, “South Korea’s Travel Bans a Blessing in Disguise for Missions” 
Christianity Today, October 1, 2013, available online at http://www.christianitytoday.com/
ct/2013/october/south-koreas-travel-bans-lessing-in-disguise-for-missions.html.
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case, OCC’s direct mission efforts into these six countries – including Iraq, where 
in 2003 Samuel Kim had begun OCC’s work – have been largely stymied.116
General Criticisms
OCC has also faced various criticisms, including missiological critiques 
that especially require attention here. One public criticism comes from the 
surrounding society toward Korean churches in general, since several prominent 
“Protestant leaders have been caught up in sensational scandals …, and as a result, 
people’s attitudes toward Christian evangelicals have soured.”117 OCC has not been 
connected with any such scandal, but its megachurch status lumps it together as 
an object of much of the South Korean public’s negative attitudes toward churches’ 
perceived wealth, undue socio-political influence, and corruption.
In a direct connection with international mission efforts, the public’s 
negativity gushed out during and immediately after the 2007 short-term mission 
team hostage crisis in Afghanistan, when widespread sympathy for the 23 hostages 
(two of whom were killed) became mixed with fury against “the Protestants’ arrogant 
and blatant behavior” in going to such a dangerous region. The whole country was 
effectively taken hostage during the ordeal, raising accompanying questions about 
the South Korean government’s possible ransom payments, as well as about Korean 
participation in the U.S.-led military intervention in the region.118 Again, OCC 
116  While OCC’s “direct” efforts may have been “largely” stymied, relationships with 
others in those countries have enabled prayer and other means of involvement. As explained 
in the aforementioned and forthcoming “Reverse Migration Ministries from Korea: A Case 
Study of Onnuri Community Church’s M Mission,” OCC has strong connections with two 
Iraqi pastors in Erbil (northern Iraq) since their studies in Seoul and involvements with 
OCC. As a U.S.-American citizen I traveled in March 2017 to visit these pastors and their 
church on OCC’s behalf. Also, the OCC Vision Church in Abu Dhabi supports the church 
in Erbil with prayer and finances.
117 Matthew Bell, “The biggest megachurch on Earth and South Korea’s ‘crisis of 
evangelism’” PRI (Public Radio International), May 1, 2017. Available online at https://
www.pri.org/stories/2017-05-01/biggest-megachurch-earth-facing-crisis-evangelism. For a 
summary of three recent scandals involving Korean megachurch pastors, see Sung-Gun Kim, 
“The Church Growth Movement: A Protestant Experience with the Rise of Megachurches,” 
in Wonsuk Ma and Kyo Seong Ahn, eds., Korean Church, God’s Mission, Global Christianity. 
Vol. 26, Regnum Edinburgh Centenary Series, eds., Knud Jørgensen, Kirsteen Kim, Wonsuk 
Ma, Tony Gray. Oxford: Regnum Books International, 2015, 134-135.
118 Choe Sang-hun, “Anger is Tempering Sympathy for South Korean Hostages” 
New York Times, August 3, 2007. Available online at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/08/03/
world/asia/03korea.html?mcubz=0.
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was not directly associated with this particular event,119 but the general criticisms 
have necessarily forced fresh reconsideration of strategies (including regarding 
Muslim regions), attitudes, and wider implications.120
Missiological Criticisms
There have been at least four types of missiological criticisms leveled 
against OCC’s mission efforts. One criticism - which some consider a matter 
of “evangelism” more than of “mission” per se - concerns OCC’s intentional and 
expressed “tailored evangelism” approach, per Pastor Ha’s own description.121 In my 
extensive interviews with a wide cross-section of people about OCC (conducted 
inside and outside of OCC circles), one of the most blistering criticisms I have heard 
was about Pastor Ha’s “business approach” to mission and evangelism. Essentially 
using marketing tools to attract people (so the critique goes), OCC has been able 
to gather large groups of similar-type people - often “sheep-stealing” them away 
from smaller local churches like a “supermarket” destroys small local shops - rather 
than relying on the Christian gospel to attract “whosoever will come.” The criticism 
links with an unfavorable evaluation of OCC’s instigation of “seeker-friendly” 
services that OCC began after sending a large contingent to visit Willow Creek 
Church in 1996 (as part of an extensive North American investigative tour).
Pastor Ha openly acknowledged that OCC indeed followed the model 
both of corporate marketing techniques122 and of churches like Saddleback and 
Willow Creek that intentionally appeal to seekers.123 Moreover, Pastor Ha and 
OCC have openly recounted their implementation and expansion of tailored 
evangelism conferences, have laid out “five stages of tailored evangelism,” and have 
enthusiastically recommended other churches to follow the same course.124
In a specifically missiological way, Pastor Ha claimed Jesus’s incarnation 
was a type of “tailored management” in order to relate to people, as were Jesus’s 
“evangelistic principles”:
119 Writing soon after the event, Pastor Ha noted the eventual fruit to come from the 
deaths: “This is the book of Acts. The death of one pastor and one laity will bring forth the 
fruit of the Gospel in Afghanistan, fifty to one hundred years from now.” Ha, 146.
120 Pulliam.
121 Ha, 269-276, 356-357.
122 Ha, 269-270.
123 Ha, 265-267.
124 Ha, 265-267. Ha, 272-276; Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 156-171.
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Jesus connected with the people and He customized His 
evangelistic effort according to the person he was talking to. The 
content of the Gospel never changed but his delivery and medium 
changed according to the person. In the same way, we must meet 
the people where they are at. Tailored evangelism focused on the 
needs of the individual and where they come from in terms of 
language, culture, and circumstance. When we are able to find 
that point of contact through which the Gospel can be shared, the 
individual naturally enters into the Gospel.125
Not all critics will be satisfied with OCC’s testimonies of positive results 
or with their biblical-theological interpretation-application of Jesus’s life and 
ministry. For its part, OCC has opted to see gospel fruit, as people “targeted” have 
continued to come to faith in Jesus Christ.
Despite OCC’s tailoring its approach to people after listening to them and 
otherwise responsibly conducting its market research, a second criticism is that 
OCC missionaries and mission groups (especially short-term groups) do not listen 
to others’ advice or input. Several instances have been conveyed to me of OCC 
groups proceeding in a manner that they were convinced was best and according to 
God’s leading, but that indigenous observers or other more experienced expatriate 
missionaries in the situation saw as presumptuous and in effect harmful. The 
size and financial resources of most OCC groups only exacerbate the resulting 
problems, so it is claimed.
My own assessment of this criticism is necessarily multifaceted, nuanced, 
and tentative. For one, OCC missionaries and mission groups are not the only ones 
that do not - and sometimes cannot - hear or understand the other people among 
whom they minister. Related is the reality that such cross-cultural understanding 
takes both experience and time, and most often short-term mission groups have 
neither. Another factor relates to the twin mitigating factors of the Korean mission 
movement’s relative inexperience and the combined Korean cultural homogeneity 
and pride that characterize many Korean missionaries and mission groups, as 
discussed earlier. Finally, a much more sanguine aspect is that, while I concur with 
the criticism in various instances, I know many OCC missionaries, pastors, mission 
125 Ha, 271. The English translation has been left as is.
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elders, staff, and members that exhibit deep cross-cultural sensibilities as well as a 
consistent track record of listening to others’ input and advice in conducting cross-
cultural mission work.
A third type of criticism is of an expressly biblical-theological nature 
and is associated with OCC’s megachurch, “big tent” acceptance of a wide range 
of ministries. Some who know OCC well wish there were a more thoroughly 
articulated and agreed-upon theological mission vision, rather than just the cryptic 
“Acts 29” and “2000/10000” phrases. Other critics, including those coming from a 
Reformed traditional framework, theologically question OCC’s charismatic traits 
in mission, including speaking in tongues, strategic prayer that targets demonic 
powers, and prayer walks. OCC has never felt the need to justify the charismatic 
expressions that are vital parts of its life and mission efforts, but instead gladly 
embraces the free and vibrant work of the Spirit in and through its ministries 
- based as well on Pastor Ha’s understanding and teaching of the Book of Acts 
underlying OCC’s pervasive Acts 29 vision.
The more widespread and strident biblical-theological criticisms I have 
heard are directed at OCC’s connection with the Korea Israel Bible Institute 
(KIBI).126 KIBI now has its own structures and programs that operate quite 
independently of OCC, including international networks with a strong base in 
the U.S.127 Even so, OCC’s involvements in Israel-focused ministries began in 
1990, and those initiatives are what developed into KIBI. Also, OCC continues 
to participate in KIBI’s ministries by supplying office space, hosting seminars, and 
attending high-profile events, particularly the “Shalom Yerushalayim Cultural 
Festival” held in the U.S.128 KIBI’s multi-faceted ministries include Bible teaching, 
prayer networks, and support of worldwide Jews settling in the modern state of 
Israel. The OCC-KIBI relationship is not the closest and may be even a bit uneasy; 
one cannot find KIBI links on the OCC website, for example, and KIBI prayer 
needs are not among those publicized in OCC networks the way other ministries’ 
are. Even so, the association has been strong in many observers’ minds, especially 
126 See the KIBI website at http://kibi.or.kr; Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 
Years, 241-247.
127 See the KIBI America website at http://www.kibiamerica.org/.
128 See the event’s web page at http://www.kibiamerica.org/shalom-jerusalem.
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through highly publicized events such as the 2005 Jerusalem Peace March that 
CGNTV broadcast through its satellite network.129
Criticisms first object on biblical-theological grounds to KIBI’s emphases, 
disagreeing with its dispensational framework of strongly separating Israel and the 
Church. Second, socio-political criticisms focus on what increasing Jewish settlers 
in modern-day Israel mean for Palestinians who are displaced, as well as for the 
entire region’s peace and stability.130 Presently, the OCC-KIBI relationship is ever-
developing and under review.
The fourth type of criticism concerns mission strategy. In particular, OCC 
has its own missionary sending structure, Tyrannus International Mission (TIM).131 
At the foundation of Pastor Ha’s vision for OCC, TIM and Duranno Press - which 
essentially share the same name from Acts 19 - were OCC’s twin publishing and 
personnel outreach arms.132 TIM is thus interwoven into the very fabric of OCC’s 
life and ministry. Hence within OCC’s framework, TIM is not simply what is 
criticized: a mission “sodality” run by the “modality” Onnuri Community Church, 
an all-encompassing megachurch trying to do the job of all others including those 
with special expertise.
OCC has resisted suggestions that it should not have its own mission sodality. 
For its part, OCC actively cooperates with many sodalities, with approximately 
half of its current 900 missionaries serving with a wide range of mission agencies 
other than TIM. Hence OCC does not simply fund and otherwise operate TIM as 
its own mission agency at the total expense of all others. The deeper apologetic - in 
tandem with TIM’s role within OCC’s DNA - is how operating TIM keeps OCC 
mission-focused. As is the case with OCC’s other organizations, the Senior Pastor 
is the official head and hence responsible for TIM’s mission functions, including 
missionary training, deployment, and care. That active operation of TIM helps to 
129 A synopsis published soon after that 2005 event is available on the U.S.-CGNTV 
website, “Shalom, Jerusalem! Shalam, Palestine!” Available online at http://us.cgntv.
net/sub.asp?mode=&idx=41&Gubun=0605&gotopage=41&Search_type=&search_
andOr=&search_Keyword=.
130 I share both of these criticisms. I also appreciate KIBI’s evangelistic emphasis, as 
well as its strong focus on Jesus’s Second Coming.
131 A helpful English overview of TIM is Meesaeng Lee Choi, “Tyrannus International 
Mission America,” in George Thomas Kurian and Mark A. Lamport, eds., Encyclopedia of 
Christianity in the United States, Vol. 5. Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2016, 
2346-2347; see the TIM website at http://tim.or.kr.
132 See, for example, Pastor Ha’s early budding thought about Duranno in Ha, 81-82.
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keep a mission orientation at the center of OCC’s life and ministries.133 OCC’s 
maintaining its own mission sodality also reflects many of the early influences 
given through Pastor Ha’s involvements in England with WEC and OMF,134 as 
well as Missionary Samuel Kim’s Christian and Missionary Alliance affiliation.
It should come as no surprise that OCC, even though widely appreciated 
and remarkably scandal-free, as a mission-oriented megachurch would have had 
various criticisms directed its way. It should also be no surprise that OCC has 
remained undeterred in its passion to see the whole world, the onnuri, blessed 
through its wide-sweeping programs and initiatives. Despite all types of opposition, 
God’s Spirit and OCC’s mission vision compel OCC to press ever onward.
A “Missional Megachurch”?
OOC has always understood itself to be missional. Moreover, it is constantly 
aiming to become more missional, or at least to refine its missional character. 
Particularly under Senior Pastor Lee Jae-hoon’s recent leadership, OCC has held 
a number of seminars, conferences, and study sessions on the theme of “missional 
church,” aimed at public audiences and particularly at OCC pastoral training.135
In English-language circles and publications, discussions about the 
relationship between “missional” and “megachurch” have abounded over the last ten 
years. The separate tracks of “Missional Church” discussions136 and “Megachurch” 
studies,137 each of which had gained traction in the mid-1990s,138 intersected 
133 Current OCC Mission 2000 Head Pastor Kim Hong-joo has helpfully articulated 
this rationale in discussions he and I have had.
134 Ha, 77-78, 84-85.
135 As just two examples in which I have personally participated, Michael Frost (“one 
of the leading voices in the missional church movement,” as noted on the “Missional Church 
Network” website at http://missionalchurchnetwork.com/category/michael-frost/), was the 
featured speaker at the annual OCC pastors retreat in February, 2016; and, “missional church” 
was the theme of the June, 2017 Vision Conference for all OCC Vision Church pastors.
136 See “History of Missional Church” on the “Missional Church Network” website at 
http://missionalchurchnetwork.com/history-of-missional-church/.
137 These research efforts were spearheaded by Scott Thumma of the Hartford Institute 
for Religion Research – see http://www.hartfordinstitute.org/megachurch/megachurches_
research.html; and, Warren Bird of the Dallas-based church resource center Leadership 
Network – see http://leadnet.org/.
138 See, for example, Philip Yancey, “Why I Don’t Go to a Megachurch” Christianity 
Today, May 20, 1996, available online at http://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/1996/
may20/6t6080.html.
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about ten years ago with a flurry of articles and blogposts discussing the topic of 
“Missional Megachurch.”139 Some analysts have been positive about examples they 
have studied.140 Some claim that megachurches and other churches face essentially 
the same challenges, hence all churches should be encouraged in their faithfulness 
and ministries.141 Others have accused megachurches of stealing members from 
other churches,142 while even other critics have argued that “Any mega-trended and 
mega-minded churches that have the tendencies associated with the megachurch 
cannot be missional,”143 essentially making the phrase “missional megachurch” an 
oxymoron. Even if the more public spirited discussions may have abated, the same 
questions and impressions are ongoing.
As for discussions in Korean, English-language “missional church” 
publications were introduced starting in 2002. Since then, translations and Korean-
139 See, for example, the following online (except the second) resources, listed here in 
chronological order of appearance: Brother Maynard, “More Thoughts on Megachurch & 
Missional Church,” on “Subversive Influence,” October 7, 2005, http://subversiveinfluence.
com/2005/10/more-thoughts-on-megachurch-missional-church/; Mark Driscoll, 
Confessions of a Reformission Rev.: Hard Lessons from an Emerging Missional Church. 
Leadership Network Innovation Series. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2006; Ed 
Stetzer, “Missional Churches and Mega Churches,” on “The Exchange,” March 20, 2008, 
http://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2008/march/missional-churches-and-mega-
churches.html; David Fitch, “What is Missional? – Can a Mega Church Be Missional?” 
on “Missio Alliance,” June 3, 2008, http://www.missioalliance.org/what-is-missional-
can-a-mega-church-be-missional/; Andy Rowell, “Following Dan Kimball’s Missional vs. 
Megachurch conversation,” on “Church Leadership Conversations,” December 6, 2008, 
http://www.andyrowell.net/andy_rowell/2008/12/following-dan-kimballs-missional-vs-
megachurch-conversation.html;  J. R. Woodward, “Can the Mega Church be Missional?” 
October 9, 2009, http://jrwoodward.net/2009/10/can-the-mega-church-be-missional/.
140 Ed Stetzer has perhaps been the most prominent analyst who has cited positive 
examples of megachurches and argued for their acceptance into the necessarily varied 
landscape of types of churches. See, for example, the conclusion of Stetzer’s five-part online 
series “Can Mega Be Missional? Part V: Where Do We Go From Here?” on “The Exchange, 
September 24, 2012, http://www.christianitytoday.com/edstetzer/2012/september/can-
mega-be-missional-part-v-where-do-we-go-from-here.html.
141 Mike Breen, “Can Mega Be Missional?” on the “Verge Network” website at https://
www.vergenetwork.org/2012/12/11/can-mega-be-missional/.
142 David Fitch, “Mega Churches Steal Sheep: My Ongoing Debate With Ed Stetzer,” 
on the “Missio Alliance” website, February 26, 2013, http://www.missioalliance.org/mega-
churches-steal-sheep-my-ongoing-debate-with-ed-stetzer/.
143 C. J. P. Niemandt and Y. Lee, “A Korean Perspective on Megachurches as Missional 
Churches” Verbum et Ecclesia 36(1), Art. #1421, 2015, 8, http://dx.doi.org/10.4102/
ve.v36i1.1421.
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initiated discussions have abounded.144 Even so, after years of extensive discussions 
in Korea and diaspora Korean churches worldwide, “The concept of missional 
church remains unclear in the Korean church and so it is still in the process of 
development and testing.” 145
Open discussions in Korea about megachurches have been basically 
nonexistent due to the sensitivity of the topic. One exception was the Korean Global 
Mission Leadership Forum, held in November 2015 and co-hosted by OCC. The 
KGMLF resulted in a book of the forum’s papers (in English and Korean) entitled 
Megachurch Accountability in Missions,146 as well as a CGNTV panel discussion in its 
“Global Talk” series, “Megachurches and Mission.”147 Hence insofar as “missional 
megachurch” is a Korean topic, OCC is spearheading the effort.
“Missional Church”
What do these discussions mean for OCC being a “missional megachurch”? 
First is to note that the “missional church” discussions arose and have developed in 
Western (and more particularly English-speaking) contexts in the wake of Lesslie 
Newbigen’s observations about the Western Church/churches. While Newbigen’s 
instincts and insights were shaped by his experience in India, the “missional church” 
discussions grew out of Newbigen’s writings about “The Church’s” need to be “missional” 
in the West. Hence a primary impetus for missional church thinking, publications, 
and discussions has focused – usually unwittingly, especially initially – on the Post-
Christendom Western-Anglo Church’s/churches’ need to understand itself/themselves 
as having been sent into mission in its/their own Western-Anglo contexts.148
144 An excellent and detailed account is in Sung-kon Park, “Missional Ecclesiology: 
Missionary Encounters between the Presbyterian Church of Korea (Tonghap) and Protestant 
Churches in the Czech Republic and Slovakia,” PhD Thesis, Károli Gáspár Reformed 
University, Budapest, 2017, 24-29, available online at http://corvina.kre.hu:8080/phd/Park_
Sun_Kong_Thesis.pdf.
145 Park, 33, 38.
146 Jinbong Kim et al, eds., Megachurch Accountability in Missions: Critical Assessment 
through Global Case Studies. Pasadena, CA: William Carey Library, 2016. The Korean 
version was published by Duranno Press.
147 “Global Talk” Panel Discussion on CGN-TV, “Megachurches and Mission,” 
November, 2015, available online at m.cgntv.net/player.cgn?v=178101.
148 See again “History of Missional Church” on the (North American) “Missional Church 
Network” website at http://missionalchurchnetwork.com/history-of-missional-church/.
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This Western-Anglo contextual seedbed for missional church 
understandings has thus largely shaped the developing discussions by instincts and 
concerns particular to Western-Anglo Christianity(ies). The “Post-Christendom” 
framework has been the single largest driving force for the discussions. In the U.K. 
and Anglo-Commonwealth settings (most especially Australia), that framework 
has developed together with the decolonization of the British Empire and reverse 
migration of non-Anglos into Britain and Anglo-Commonwealth countries; the 
U.S. setting has been the gradual breakdown of persistent White-Protestant socio-
political hegemony since the 1960s Civil Rights Movement and Immigration and 
Naturalization Act of 1965. How to live as Christian communities absent the 
socio-political-racial stability and homogeneity once comfortably enjoyed has in 
large part driven missional church discussions.
Theologically, the English-language missional church movement has 
necessarily used (including as foils) inherited Western-Anglo categories, e.g., systematic 
and historical theological labels, to carry out its discussions. The centrally important 
notion of missio Dei had come into mid-twentieth-century focus amid the post-
World Wars European malaise and Western missionary movement’s crisis following 
Communist China’s expulsion of foreign agents. Mission leaders had indeed come to 
realize that mission was fundamentally the universal God’s mission and not that of 
the (Western) Church – a realization that crystallized and was articulated in Euro-
tribal linguistic-conceptualizations. As for historical labels, the “Post-Christendom” 
category presupposes a basic three-fold “Pre-/Christendom/Post-progression” wedded 
to an overall Greco-Roman Imperial/Western European history.
Moreover, the biblical foundations of such central missional church 
concerns as ecclesiology and the Christian gospel are inexorably intertwined with 
European Protestant instincts and parameters. That is not to say that such categories 
do not have at least some measure of wider and even universal applicability. It is 
to point out, however, that universal Christian history is much broader than what 
occurred in the Greco-Roman Empire, Europe, and their extensions, as well as that 
biblical understandings of God’s people and the Good News about Jesus are not 
confined to Euro-tribal-Reformation notions and formulations.
In more general and striking terms, the “missional church” discussion has 
been WEIRD, i.e., it has developed within “Western, Educated, Industrialized, 
Rich and Democratic [and Anglo] societies” that are in fact a “particularly thin, 
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and rather unusual, slice of humanity” and “are particularly unusual [and] frequent 
outliers” in comparison to the rest of the world.149 Despite this “weird,” minority 
character of its formative context, the missional church discussion’s widespread 
dissemination into different but socio-politically, economically, religiously, and 
now electronically related contexts – including South Korea – has enabled even the 
possibility, and necessity, of raising the important question about OCC’s “missional 
megachurch” character.
That enablement was not because substantial discussions about related 
matters were not already occurring. In fact, prior to importing “missional church” 
discussions and terminology, Korean Christian leaders were very much discussing 
“the missionary nature of the church, the society, and the missionary structure 
of the church,” including by using the latest Western ecclesiological writings.150 
However, the entrance of “missional church” discussions into Korean linguistic 
circles stimulated further thinking but also, not surprisingly, brought on unwanted 
confusion. For example, as we will consider further below, the fact that the 
same Korean word (seongyojeok, ???) has been used for both “missional” and 
“missionary” in connection with “church” (gyohoe, ??) has contributed to vague 
and misplaced emphases. 151 Therefore, caution should be exercised when analyzing 
the “missional” character of “megachurches” in non-Western-Anglo contexts, since 
doing so inevitably encounters such perils as predominantly using Western-Anglo 
sources 152 or dichotomous, “either-or” evaluative approaches.153
149 Joe Henrich, Steven J. Heine, and Ara Norenzayan, “The Weirdest People in the 
World?” (May 7, 2010). RatSWD Working Paper No. 139. Available online at http://dx.doi.
org/10.2139/ssrn.1601785.
150 Park, 29-31.
151 Park, 38.
152 Genevieve Lerina James, “Mission and Three South African Metropolitan 
Megachurches: Middle-Class Masses in Search of Mammon?” in Beate Fagerli et al, eds., 
A Learning Missional Church: Reflections from Young Missiologists. Regnum Edinburgh 
Centenary Series. Oxford: Regnum Books International and Eugene, Oregon: Wipf & Stock 
Publishers, 2012, 171-184.
153 Niemandt and Lee.
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“Megachurch”
Similarly, discussions of “megachurches” have arisen in even more “weird” 
U.S.-Anglo contexts, frequently focusing on big money,154 size,155 or various 
problems.156  Note as well that the word “megachurch,” its accepted definition of 
at least 2,000 weekly attendees,157 and the focus of its research all have Anglo-
U.S. origins. The combined realities of the Western-Anglo origins of both the 
“missional church” and “megachurch” discussions, as well as of the resulting 
“missional megachurch” discussion, should give further pause in approaching the 
non-Western-Anglo, Korean Onnuri Community Church.
This Discussion
Even so, before jettisoning this discussion about OCC and its possible 
“missional megachurch” character due to apparently total contextual discontinuity, 
we must account for two additional factors. One factor, to which earlier comments 
already alluded, is that contextual particularity does not necessarily imply wider 
discontinuity. Just because the “missional church,” “megachurch,” and “missional 
megachurch” discussions began and developed in “weird”-Anglo circles does not 
therefore mean their total irrelevance to OCC and its Korean context. Indeed, 
along with the significance that all types of Christians give to such central 
concerns as God’s people and the Good News of Jesus, the internationally-related 
socio-political, economic, and religious dynamics involved with “missional” and 
“megachurch” ideas and concerns very much imply relevance beyond the limited 
“weird”-Anglo set of contexts.
154  A relatively early analysis was by Luisa Kroll, “Megachurches, Megabusinesses” 
Forbes, September 17, 2003, available online at https://www.forbes.com/2003/09/17/cz_
lk_0917megachurch.html.
155 “More Americans Flock to Mega-Churches,” ABC News, available online 
at http://abcnews.go.com/US/story?id=93111&page=1; Jesse Bogan, “America’s 
Biggest Megachurches” Forbes, June 26, 2009, available online at https://www.forbes.
com/2009/06/26/americas-biggest-megachurches-business-megachurches.html.
156 Ruth Graham, “How a Megachurch Melts Down,” The Atlantic, November 7, 2014, 
available online at https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2014/11/houston-mark-
driscoll-megachurch-meltdown/382487/.
157 “Megachurch Definition,” Hartford Institute for Religion Research, available 
online at http://hirr.hartsem.edu/megachurch/definition.html.
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Furthermore, South Korea and OCC have intentionally taken on extra-
Korean features, including specifically Western-Anglo features. The U.S. role in 
twentieth-century Korea (including post-Korean War South Korea) has been 
particularly significant, ranging from early U.S. missionaries’ influences to U.S. 
military intervention to the U.S.-ROK political alliance to varied U.S.-Korean 
socio-economic interchanges. OCC has intentionally imbibed U.S./U.K.-Anglo 
theological and ecclesiological elements, including through Pastor Ha’s early-
1980s sojourn in England, Pastor Lee’s extensive periods of study and pastoring 
in the U.S., the church leaders’ 1996 investigative trip to the U.S., and many OCC 
associate and assistant pastors having done at least parts of their formal theological 
studies in the U.S. The early and continuing prominence given to OCC’s English 
ministry (OEM),158 OCC using English in much of its branding and publicity,159 
and a steady stream of Anglo guest speakers160 are only a few of the many evidences 
of OCC’s clearly Anglo features. OCC is definitely Korean, and there are other 
international features (especially Japanese, as well as Chinese) that are on prominent 
display, but for the purposes of this discussion the importance of Anglo-related 
factors must not be discounted.
An additional, obvious consideration is that this is an English-language 
discussion, carrying along all sorts of non-Korean and subliminal freight, be it 
psychological, theological, or otherwise. At this point in this discussion, then, I am 
suspending any sort of definitive judgment as to OCC’s “missional megachurch” 
character. On the one hand, OCC assuredly is a “missional megachurch.” As I 
claimed at the outset, “OCC is perhaps the most mission-oriented church that I 
know”; and, by common consent OCC (including in its own self-understanding) is 
a megachurch. On the other hand, in its Korean capacity OCC has never experienced 
a “Christendom” and thus is not striving for any sort of “Post-Christendom“ 
type of “missional” character per se; and, while OCC undoubtedly has a large 
corporate modus operandi similar to that of U.S. megachurches, OCC’s ethos also 
undoubtedly and distinctively resembles a Korean conglomerate or chaebol (??, 
??) “that does not operate along the lines of its European and Anglo-American 
158 The only non-Korean Sunday worship service held in the main sanctuary at OCC’s 
main Seobinggo campus is the 4:00 pm English service.
159 Note the ubiquitous “Onnuri Community Church” English-language logo, as well 
as the English-language annual church slogan alongside the Korean (for 2017, “Turn Back 
to God and Live”), e.g., on the church website at http://www.onnuri.org/.
160 Whether personally or via CGNTV.
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counterparts.”161 Whether or not to describe OCC’s mission orientation in terms 
of its being a “missional megachurch” is thus a matter better left undecided – at 
least for now in this English-language discussion.
We are not, however, left in frustrating limbo in analyzing OCC’s mission 
orientation. Instead, we are redirected to OCC’s particular setting in which it has 
developed: its historical context of suffering, revivals, economy, and diaspora; its 
particular features of the Spirit, leadership, inherent “megachurch” character, and 
onnuri disposition; and, aspects and implications of OCC being Korean. Also, as we 
recall the various forms of opposition that OCC has faced, as well as keep in mind the 
nuanced and (at least for now) inconclusive matter of OCC being termed a “missional 
megachurch,” we can now appropriately consider the important missiological topic 
of how “missional” and “missions” figure into OCC’s mission orientation.
“Missional” and “Missions”
Among the various challenges OCC has faced in its mission orientation, 
none requires more careful attention and missiological acumen than the challenge 
of integrating its “missional” and “missions” heritages. In approaching this 
particular topic, we must remember the just-discussed caveats of, first, the inherent 
foreignness of at least certain aspects of the “missional church” discussion (as well 
as research and discussions about “megachurch”), as well as the ever-developing 
nature of that discussion (both in English and in Korean).162 In any case, the matter 
before us now concerns the following: under Pastor Ha Yong-jo’s leadership, OCC 
was born and developed as both “missional” as a caring, Spirit-filled community 
that served surrounding communities holistically (including evangelistically), as 
well as decidedly devoted to a more “traditional”163 form of “missions” centered on 
161 David Murillo and Yun-dal Sung, “Understanding Korean Capitalism: 
Chaebols and their Corporate Governance,” ESADEgeo-Center for Global 
Economy and Geopolitics, Ramon Llull University, Position Paper 33, September 
2013, available online at https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc= 
s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwj4mJHQlN7UAhVEbz4K 
0ahUKEwj4mJHQlN7UAhVEbz4KHbPRAuEQFggoMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.
esadegeo.com%2Fdownload%2FPR_Posit ionPapers%2F43%2FficPDF_
ENG%2F201309%2520Chaebols_Muril lo_Sung_EN.pdf&usg=AFQjCNHO 
AFQjCNHOcdcRqncSn9zqmjSc6YEpoAFQjCNHOcdcRqncSn9zqmjSc6YEpo3a4hw.
162  See, for example, “What is Missional?” on the Missional Church Network website 
at http://missionalchurchnetwork.com/what-is-missional/. 
163 I am using “traditional” in the sense of the “Modern Missions Movement” associated 
with European migration throughout the world, beginning about half a millennium ago.
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sending out missionaries. Now under Pastor Lee Jae-hoon’s leadership, OCC is 
seeking to weave together more seamlessly these two strands. This attempt presents 
a significant, multifaceted challenge.
The Challenge
What, more precisely, is the nature of this challenge? One crucial point 
mentioned earlier is the struggle presented by dealing with this matter in Korean. 
As already noted, “missionary church” and “missional church” are both translated 
as seongyojeok gyohoe (???? ?). An essential component of English-language 
“missional church” discussions is the distinction between the activist connotations 
of “missionary” and the combined theocentric and “sentness” thrusts of the term 
“missional.” Using the same Korean expression for both English phrases risks 
collapsing the important distinction involved. Furthermore, since seongyojeok has 
carried an action-oriented meaning akin to “missionary church,” the “missional 
church” discussion has tended to emphasize the practical outreach activities of 
the church – an emphasis quite different from the English-language intent.164 
Especially since Pastor Lee is an astute scholar, OCC mission leaders should be 
able to work through this linguistic vagueness and confusion.
Even so, understanding and dealing with OCC’s “’missional’ and ‘missions’” 
challenge is compounded when conducted – as it of course must be – in Korean.
Beyond the linguistic subtleties involved, the mixed character of OCC’s 
mission orientation is apparent in its self-description as “being focused on local 
and overseas missions as well as [“missional”] involvement in society throughout 
the [Korean] peninsula.” That same varied character is evident in the five ministry 
traits OCC has highlighted in explaining its growth: “1) Bible-based; 2) Gospel-
centered; 3) Missions-focused; 4) Compassionate; 5) Cultivating a Christ-cultured 
church. With this approach, Onnuri has grown [even more] since it introduced 
its Acts 29 vision in 2003.”165 These five ministry traits were then elucidated by 
Pastor Lee (as Pastor Ha’s still new successor), who explained to church members 
OCC’s forward-looking “Vision and Challenge” by using the combined metaphors 
164 Park, 38-39.
165 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 49-50.
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of “Three Anchors and Five Sails.”166 Here, then, are Pastor Lee’s descriptions of 
OCC’s foundational “anchors” that “tie it to its core traditions and values”:
- Anchor #1 – “Spirit-led missions” involving numerous missionaries and 
    “monetary contributions to missions [that] surpass other churches.”
- Anchor #2 – Spirit-instilled “free and creative development,” meaning 
    that “change should be a part of a church’s tradition and standards.”
- Anchor #3 – “… a community of humility and respect. Pastor Ha 
     emphasized that Onnuri, as a multi-site church, … is unified as a whole.”
Next are the five “sails” or principles to “’absorb’ or use the hurdles and challenges” 
when “the Holy Spirit may allow difficulties to come our way, such as external 
changes or criticisms by those outside of the church”:
- Sail #1 – “... better mid- to long-term plans for reaching out to 
   [unreached] tribes and regions,” for example plans for supporting 
     missionaries through spiritual training resources like CGNTV.
- Sail #2 – “… organic and fundamental campus churches” that “will 
   succeed as a community focused on its members’ spiritual growth and 
    the supporting programs.”
- Sail #3 – “… domestic evangelization and raising the next generation 
   within the Church…. As much as we focus on doing missions around 
    the world, we need to place the same emphasis and invest our time and 
    resources to reach the next generation.”
-  Sail #4 – “… reaching out to North Korea through social justice missions 
   with the ultimate goal of achieving the reunification of the Korean 
    peninsula.”
- Sail #5 – “… your dedication and support for the Church. In order 
    to expand God’s Kingdom, we must be able to overcome the world by 
     allowing Christ to sanctify us.”
Finally, leading into OCC’s 30-year anniversary commemoration events in 
September-October, 2015, Pastor Lee shared his updated vision for OCC’s future, 
which was formally adopted by OCC and explained as follows:
166 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 51-56. The quotations that follow 
are from these pages.
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Christ obeyed the call to come to earth, which was full of sin, 
subject himself to humiliation, and be the ultimate sacrifice by 
being nailed to the Cross. The Book of Acts is a track record 
of people who became ‘fools for Christ’ by obeying God’s call 
and gave up all their worldly possessions. It contains historical 
evidence of the actions taken by the apostles who chose to be ‘fools 
for Christ’. With the Onnuri community transforming into ‘fools 
for Christ’, we will be able to carry out Onnuri’s new ‘3 Anchors 
& 5 sails’ vision.167
This latest “Fools for Christ” vision through Pastor Lee builds on the “Acts 29” 
vision declared by Pastor Ha in 2003, which filled out the “2000/10000” vision 
he declared in 1994. These three pithy phrases are the most all-encompassing and 
widely disseminated expressions of OCC’s mission orientation throughout its 
now 32-year history.168 They also embody the mixed meanings of “missional” and 
“missions” that OCC seeks to integrate.
facet #1
One important aspect of the challenge is one that Evangelicals have been 
discussing since the beginning of the Lausanne Movement in 1974, namely the 
prioritized relationship between evangelism and social ministry.169 Over the past 
two years I have seen this topic arise on numerous occasions and in a variety of 
settings, public and private. Several times, OCC mission leaders have expressed 
the need to keep evangelism the top priority, with social (“missional”) ministry an 
important but secondary means to facilitate evangelism. All indications suggest 
that varying viewpoints will persist among OCC mission leaders.
Practical implications for OCC’s mission programs especially include 
budget allocations as well as personnel assignments, especially for TIM’s 
approximately 450 missionaries. TIM’s most recent overall focus has been on 
167 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 58.
168 I examined OCC’s preference for such concise phrases in expressing its mission 
vision in a presentation, “Lengthy Documents or Pithy Phrases? Onnuri Community 
Church’s Vision for Mission,” to the Central and Eastern European Association of Mission 
Studies, Osijek, Croatia, February, 2017.
169 See, for example, the 1982 Lausanne Occasional Paper 21: “LOP 21: Evangelism 
and Social Responsibility: An Evangelical Commitment,” available online at https://www.
lausanne.org/content/lop/lop-21.
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facilitating Church-Planting Movements (CPM), including encouraging Insider 
Movements (IM) when appropriate. At the same time, some TIM missionaries are 
being assigned to work with Onnuri’s M Mission among foreign migrant workers 
in Ansan City, in the southwestern part of the Greater Seoul Metropolitan area. 
Other TIM missionaries serve in a variety of capacities throughout Asia and 
beyond, a few in a recently approved initiative to serve Middle Eastern refugees 
through computer training and related evangelistic outreach. More Onnuri-wide 
mission allocations will affect relative support for Better World (OCC’s NGO), 
BEE, CGNTV, and other ministries not fully operated by OCC.
facet #2
Another aspect of this “’missional’ and ‘missions’” challenge is the ongoing 
nature of the “2000/10000” vision. When Pastor Ha declared this vision in 1994, 
the effect was stunning and electric: How on earth could a church of around 
7,000 members send out 2,000 missionaries by the year 2010, as well as raise 
up 10,000 lay mission leaders? Understood by many as God’s revealed vision for 
OCC, the church grew at an astonishing rate, ministries devoted to the Holy 
Spirit and prayer became even more vibrant and focused on sending missionaries, 
15 unreached people groups were adopted between 1996 and 1999, and OCC’s 
mission headquarters was named “Mission 2000.” The vision has had a galvanizing 
effect for numerous OCC mission prayer groups, prayer letter teams, and all of 
OCC through the coordinating efforts of the Mission 2000 office.170
What is the current status of this “2000 Vision”? First, somehow the 2010 
target date was lost or recalibrated. Since the cumulative total of missionaries 
sent out should soon reach 2,000, one suggestion (not yet widely disseminated 
or discussed) has been to refocus and enlarge the “2000 Vision” by aiming toward 
sending out 2,000 currently active missionaries rather than cumulatively.
Whether or not that decision is reached, the 2003 promulgation of 
the permeating “Acts 29” vision (and more recent “Fools for Christ” vision) has 
effectively decentralized – or at least clouded over the focus on – the “missions”-
natured “2000 Vision.” Related factors contributing to the slight fading of OCC’s 
central focus on sending missionaries could have been the after-effect of the AD 
170 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 228-231. The “10000” part of the 
vision has been reinterpreted to mean every church member being involved in sending the 
2,000 missionaries through financial support, prayer, and other involvements.
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2000 & Beyond Movement, the goal of which was to see “A Church for Every 
People and the Gospel for Every Person by the Year 2000”171 (as well as Jesus 
not having returned in the year A.D. 2000 as many had expected); and, the 
beginnings, growth, and publicity surrounding such international OCC ministries 
as CGNTV,172 Love Sonata, and (while not as publicized) Better World.173 
Another basic question concerns what type of “vision” that the “2000 
Vision” has cultivated. Insofar as OCC sending out 2,000 missionaries was a 
heavenly “vision” that God revealed to Pastor Ha (as believed by many), the “2000 
‘Vision’” has been a target that OCC has been compelled and obligated to reach. 
Organizationally speaking, the “2000 Vision” has focused energies on what might 
more properly be called a “means” or “objective” to the envisioned fruit that should 
come from missionaries’ labors, be they more Christian believers, churches, or 
otherwise. In that sense, the “2000 Vision” has had a limiting effect on OCC’s 
vision for God’s work in the world, including compared to the more goal-oriented 
“Better World” vision that OCC’s NGO conveys.
facet #3
In addition to the contributions to OCC’s “’missional’ and “missions’” 
challenge that these first two facets of social-evangelistic priorities and “2000 
Vision” make, another facet connects with the ever-developing nature of “missional” 
discussions described earlier. In short, OCC pastors and mission leaders – not to 
mention the wider membership – are regularly reading, hearing, participating in, 
and adding their own understandings to discussions about “missional church,” or 
“seongyojeok gyohoe” (???? ?). As requested, I added some of my thoughts on 
the matter at OCC’s recent 2017 Vision Conference held for OCC’s worldwide 
Vision Church pastors. I gave a historically-oriented presentation on missional 
church, and on OCC, as a “Reactive/Reforming Movement, Preserving/ Continuing 
Movement, and Proactive / Innovative Movement.”174  While I received appreciative 
feedback, my comments added to the massive amount of information that OCC 
leaders continue to process about what it means to lead a “missional church,” while 
continuing a “missions” (missionary-sending) emphasis, in their OCC capacities.
171 See the “AD2000 & Beyond Movement” website at http://www.ad2000.org/.
172 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 211-215.
173 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 211-215, 259-269, 321-328.
174 “Missional Church,” International Vision Church Conference, Irvine, CA, May, 2017.
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facet #4
Having inherited a wide-ranging array of “missional” and “missions” 
programs and emphases from the Pastor Ha Yong-jo era up through 2011, the 
Pastor Lee Jae-hoon era of OCC – per the aforementioned second “anchor” of 
Spirit-instilled “free and creative development” – is continually adjusting, all the 
while maintaining, OCC’s “missional” and “missions” emphases. On the church 
website, OCC’s expressly stated “mission work” (seongyowa sayeog, ??????) 
begins with reaching “all peoples” (modeun minjog, ??? ??) as stated in 
Matthew 28:19 and as carried out according to OCC’s “2000 Vision.” OCC’s five 
mission organizations or “agencies” are then listed: Mission 2000 (headquarters), 
TIM (Tyrannus International Mission), Acts 29 Vision Village Training Center, 
M Mission, and Better World. (Other OCC-related mission organizations, such 
as BEE and CGNTV, are not listed due to their having a separate organizational 
structure.) Next are ministries listed under the “Acts 29” heading, namely Acts 29 
campuses and Vision Churches, Christian Medical Network, and Love Sonata.175 
Continuity and change are evident, the latter with the increased emphases on M 
Mission and Better World.
The M Mission176 in particular pushes OCC toward integrating “missional” 
and “missions” emphases. Ministering to immigrants in South Korea – particularly 
manual laborers but also students, businesspeople, and spouses of Koreans – is 
necessarily holistic, one hallmark of “missional” ministries. Legal, employment, 
financial, educational, family, literacy, and a host of other issues arise for immigrants 
that the M Mission addresses, along with conducting evangelistic and church-
focused ministries. Furthermore, M mission efforts take place in South Korea: 
these efforts are “Doing Missions in the Homeland.”177 Insofar as “traditional” or 
modern “missions” have involved sending missionaries to other countries, OCC’s 
assignment of TIM missionaries to serve among M Mission ministries begs the 
question of their “missionary” status in a manner that opens up new avenues for 
integrating “missional” and “missions” topics.
175 See http://www.onnuri.org/missions/2000-mission-ministry/.
176 The most current English publication about the M Mission is the aforementioned and 
forthcoming “Reverse Migration Ministries from Korea: A Case Study of Onnuri Community 
Church’s M Mission.” See also Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 272-276.
177 Onnuri Community Church: The First 30 Years, 272.
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OCC’s Approach
Beginning with Senior Pastor Lee Jae-hoon, as well as including OCC’s 
various mission pastors, elders, program leaders, and consultants, OCC is proactively 
addressing this challenge of constructively integrating “’missional’ and ‘missions’” 
matters. Stated more in line with OCC’s primary mission traits, the Holy Spirit is 
guiding OnnuriCC in its ongoing efforts to live out its inherent missional character, 
and its inherent “megachurch” character, to foster revival throughout the whole world.
In meeting this challenge, OCC has inherited what are largely alien, 
imported tensions associated with social-evangelistic ministries, modern 
missionary-sending methods and structures, and the Newbigen-inspired “missional 
church” discussions (as well as characterizations of “megachurches”). For his vitally 
important role, Pastor Lee is gratefully building on the Spirit’s work through Pastor 
Ha; and, “anchored” in OCC’s, Spirit-led “free and creative development” process, 
Pastor Lee is hoisting, I believe, a sixth “sail” that appropriates “missional church” 
themes. The particularly new aspect of this sixth sail – tailored to OCC members 
and programs – is implicit in the new vision phrase, “Fools for Christ.”
Pastor Lee has suggested178 that Onnuri Community Church might better 
consider itself as Onnuri Commmunitas Church. Doing so would stress the common 
experience and intimacy among OCC even as members humbly intermingle with 
others, rather than demarcating OCC off from others by emphasizing its own name, 
programs, and structures.179 Pastor Lee exemplifies this humble intermingling by 
having taken on the role of an associate pastor of a small Methodist Church in 
Seoul that is involved with ministry to homeless people. Pastor Lee is also educating 
OCC about this theme through publicizing CGNTV’s recent full-length movie-
documentary about a German-American missionary in southern Korea, Elisabeth 
J. Shepping, who took on the Korean name “Seo Seo-pyeong,”180 the movie’s 
title.181 Shepping’s humble service among lepers, Bible teaching, fractured family 
background, and humble service embodied the kind of “Fool for Christ” life that 
Pastor Lee commends to OCC members.
178 He has done this in a few public messages during my times in Seoul.
179 This is my interpretation of his intended meaning.
180 Kim Jin-hyun, “Nurse Seo Seo-pyeong” The Korea Times, January 27, 2015, avail-
able online at http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/opinon/2015/01/162_172522.html.
181 See https://shepping.modoo.at/?link=q2i34p4r.
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A whole additional area of focus for OCC mission, worth noting here as 
demonstrations of OCC initiative and creative ingenuity, is China and Chinese 
people. This area is in addition to OCC’s multifaceted Japan focus described 
earlier, through Vision Churches, Love Sonata, a long-time Japanese worship 
service in Seoul (Seobinggo), and CGNTV. In its China focus, OCC holds regular 
“Vitamin-C” gatherings at its Acts 29 Vision Village to which Chinese house 
church leaders travel for training and encouragement. OCC, particularly through 
its KNCC-affiliated Tonghap connection, is also able to relate to registered Three-
Self Chinese Church entities, including through sharing leadership training and 
discipleship program materials. OCC also has regular Chinese worship services, 
and recently it hosted the opening of a new initiative called “Mission China 
Diaspora.” OCC also plans to construct a China Mission Center on Jeju Island, 
south of the Korean mainland. Through all these ways and more, OCC partners 
with various entities in seeking gospel progress among, and mission usefulness by, 
Chinese people within China and throughout the Chinese diaspora.
These creative OCC initiatives under Pastor Lee’s leadership evidence the 
Spirit’s work in guiding OCC in its particular “missional-missions” service. This 
study has highlighted the Spirit’s foundational role in OCC’s mission orientation by 
noting Pastor Ha’s charismatic experiences, OCC’s dramatic revival-fueled growth 
and ministries, and how OCC’s mission vision has progressed. Two other evidences 
mentioned earlier are monumental for the Spirit’s ongoing presence and work. 
One is the smooth pastoral succession from Pastor Ha to Pastor Lee starting in 
2011. Another is the humble, collaborative leadership style that Pastor Lee exhibits 
in contrast to autocratic tendencies in other similar situations.182 It may be the case 
that not all questions about OCC’s mission orientation raised in this study and in 
others’ minds will be answered (or even answerable) in familiar English-language 
categories, be they “’missional’-‘missions’,” “missional megachurch,” “modality-
sodality,” or others. What is most important to recognize is the Spirit’s presence 
and work as OCC continues to work out its mission orientation and emphases.
Next Steps
Pastor Lee Jae-hoon is well-studied in many areas, including in this 
“‘missional’ and ‘missions’” area currently under discussion. Lee’s scholarship, 
182 Kim, Sung-Gun, 2015, 135.
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astuteness, and spirituality will continue to serve well as he and OCC mission 
leaders continue to set budgets, allocate personnel, and discuss missiological 
topics. Their main assurance is from their experience of the Spirit of God’s work 
throughout the formative Pastor Ha era. During that exhilarating quarter century, 
God shaped OCC’s mission orientation and led its various efforts.
OCC’s “Word and Spirit” foundation will also continue to serve it 
well. No human being can know how the Spirit will lead OCC in its upcoming 
understandings and practices of mission, including how it will take “missional 
missions” initiatives. What fresh insights and mission visions the Spirit will 
give through Pastor Lee remains to be seen. He and others are building on the 
Pentecostal-type of “This is that!” realizations of Pastor Ha. The movement-turned-
“megachurch” labeled Onnuri Community Church took on a “missions” vision of 
sending out an astounding number of missionaries, then an even more expansive 
Acts 29 vision has led into the current, “missional” vision phase of “Fools for Christ.” 
OCC’s “anchor” of Spirit-instilled “free and creative development” will continue to 
hold steady, meaning that change will continue to be a normal part of OCC’s life.
With respect to incorporating “missional church” themes into its mission 
orientation, as noted earlier those discussions in Korea have been fraught with 
linguistic and other imported stumbling blocks. Rather than focusing on the more 
narrow and contextually shaped features of the “missional church” discussion, 
OCC’s stepping back and taking a more general approach of “missional theology,” 
that “seeks to build the bridge between Biblical revelation and human contexts…. 
between orthodoxy and orthopraxy – between truth, love, and obedience,”183 could 
prove helpful. The Spirit’s guidance through the Scriptures in OCC’s Korean setting 
– as well as OCC missionaries’, mission ministries, and Vision Churches’ varied 
international settings – will enable OCC’s mission orientation to bring together 
theology and practice in answering the missiological questions it will continue to 
face. The Spirit will also guide OCC in shaping what those missiological questions 
are, instead of dealing with expatriates’ or other imported questions that might not 
fit well in OCC’s context.
Another area concerning which the entire OCC leadership would do 
well to take extra care is its posture toward its context(s). Churches and Christian 
183 Tite Tienou and Paul G. Hiebert, “Missional Theology” Global Missiology English, 
Vol. 3, No. 2, 2005, 6, available online at http://ojs.globalmissiology.org/index.php/english/
article/view/79.
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movements tend to assume a posture somewhere on a spectrum having three 
points: universal-irrelevant, prophetically engaged, or particular-syncretistic.184 
That is, any entity like OCC could be “Christian” in name but disconnected to 
surrounding people’s needs and concerns; or, OCC could be (and I believe is, 
at least in large part) responsive to, and participating in, God’s work among its 
context; or, OCC could become frozen in its experience of blessings, fail to adjust 
to changing circumstances, and slip into simply reflecting and defending its bygone 
context. All groups get pulled toward either unhealthy side of the spectrum, and 
OCC is and will not be exempt from those pulls. Especially given OCC’s strong 
Korean identity, coupled with its deep gratitude for God’s granting revival to 
OCC so powerfully, slipping into preserving established forms of worship, dress, 
and programmatic patterns is a caution to which OCC’s leaders need to remain 
alert. In mission outreach, unwittingly imposing its own materials and experiences 
onto others is a syncretistic temptation that OCC mission leaders are to resist in 
the name of encouraging God’s people in different contexts to be prophetically 
engaged themselves with their own settings.
As much as anything, my hope is that the Spirit’s work of testifying to 
Jesus Christ ( John 15:26) will even increasingly fix Pastor Lee’s and OCC’s eyes 
on the triune God and the full panoply of divine mission initiatives throughout 
the earth and across the generations. A fundamental component of being “fools for 
Christ” is focusing on “Christ,” not primarily on what it means to be “fools.” Being 
enamored with God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit and the missio Dei leads 
to “foolish” obedience in our various contexts of mission service. A theocentric 
focus also cultivates laboring for God’s Kingdom instead of an OCC kingdom. As 
the Spirit continues to lead OCC the Korean megachurch, may God be OCC’s 
primary focus and preoccupation.
Epilogue -???  Onnuri  ??
184 I have adapted these three categories from Lamin Sanneh, Translating the Message: 
The Missionary Impact on Culture. Revised and Expanded Edition. American Society of 
Missiology Series, No. 42. Maryknoll, New York: Orbis Books, 2009, 13-55.
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As shown in this nuanced and multifaceted study of OCC’s mission 
orientation, OCC is indeed a “big tent” of historical backgrounds, particular 
traits, and – within God’s orchestration of his worldwide mission – Korean in 
character. OCC has faced various forms of opposition in its mission efforts, and it 
has faced the particular challenges of being a “missional megachurch” that conducts 
“missions” in “missional” ways. The Spirit’s work has been palpable. I anticipate that 
OCC will continue to be one of the most mission-oriented churches that I and 
many others know.
Pastor Lee Jae-hoon and OCC’s other mission leaders will continue to 
face opposition and nuanced missiological challenges. The Spirit of God’s ongoing 
work means OCC’s eyes are to be turned on the splendor of the Triune God and the 
magnitude of the missio Dei. The Spirit’s work also means that OCC’s mission vision is 
to acknowledge divine presence and work among those to whom OCC ministers the 
Good News of Jesus, as well as God’s active use of other churches and organizations 
quite apart from OCC (but with some of whom OCC will partner). While Onnuri 
Community Church has an engrained posture of envisioning God granting revival 
to the whole world through its own particular zealous and varied efforts, the Spirit 
of God will continue to work throughout the earth and across all generations, using 
OCC and the multitude of other parts of the wider Body of Christ.
God has used OCC to break much new missiological and ecclesiastical 
ground. Labels and categories familiar to many of us English speakers – e.g., 
“Presbyterian,” “Charismatic,” “Pentecostal,” “missions,” “missional,” “megachurch” 
– may not fit precisely as adequate descriptions of ????Communitas and its 
manifold ???? ?. The God of all peoples, of the onnuri, knows all. The Spirit 
has worked in and through OCC. May he graciously continue to do so.
